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This report evaluates the performance of five digital range
rate filters. A range rate filter receives an input of range data from
a radar unit and produces an output of smoothed range data and its
estimated derivative range rate.
A comparative study of the filters is made through simulation
on an IBM 370. Two of the filter designs are also implemented on a
6800 microprocessor-based system.
Comparisons are made on the bases of noise variance reduction
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I. INTRODUCTION
The range rate filters discussed in this report are digital fil-
ters designed to accept a digitized input from navigational equipment,
representing a range value, and to output a smoothed range value and its
estimated derivative, range rate. Five filter designs are evaluated.
Each is based on different design concepts; hence, the filters have
widely varying capabilities.
The purpose of this report is to present a comparative study of
the five digital range rate filters. With this in mind, a section
detailing the theory of operation for each filter is provided. As a
comparative study, the main objective is to present actual test data in
such a manner that direct comparisons can be easily drawn between the
widely varying filter types. Based on this data, conclusions are made
as to filter performance in terms of variance reduction ratios, conver-
gence times and ease of implementation.
The report is divided into two major sections	 full- scale
computer simulations and microprocessor simulations. In the first section,
the five filter designs are implemented on an IBM 370 computer. Given
the higher precision available on a full-scale computer, these simula-
tions represent best case results. Each filter is subjected to the same
tents performed at two sampling rates: 2500 samples/second and 6.25
samples/second. The data is presented in tables for each filter..
From the information obtained from the full-scale computer simu-
Iations, two filter designs are chosen to be implemented on a micropro-
cessor based system. The 1'1.0', tions on speed and word size imposed by
the microprocessor require special attention be given to programming the
;,	
1
2filter algorithms. The resulting simulation data is presented along with
equivalent IBM 370 simulation data for direct comparison.
RM
RE
II. DESCRIPTION OF FILTERS
A. Filter I.
Filter I is a digitized version of the continuous system des-
cribed by the transfer functions
RE _	 sK1. + K2
ffR(s) ^ RM s + sK1 + K2.
RDOT ..	 s K2
H RR(s) MW s + 9 K + K2
for range and range rate, respectively. The block diagram for this analog




FIGURE I - Filter I (continuous system)
The discrete system is constructed by replacing the integrators in Figure
I with discrete integrators Using Euler's ap.proxifmation. A delay must
also be added to the feedback loop to make the system physically reali-




FIGURE 2 - Filter t (discrete system)
K1 = b3Z
5
discussed in further detail in Appendix E. The resulting discrete





KIDT + K2DT 2 - z 1(K1DTj.




HRR(Z) TMT - 1 + z "(-2 + K1DT + K2DTw+ z 1 - K1DT)
The classification of filters described by equations (1) and
(2) is termed constant gains. This type of filter is simulated for five
sets of parameter pairs, K1 and K2. In addition, if the parameter pairs





where b is a frequency scaling parameter, the constant gains filter
becomes a bandlimited d fferentiator. 1 Filter 1 is also simulated
for five parameter sets chosen in accordance with equations (5) and (6).
B. i'ilter 2





REM = RDI(n) + a (RM(n) - RDI(n))
	
(7)
RDOT (n) = RDOT (n - 1) + ^(RM(n) - RDI(n))
	
(8)
cR+ RDI(n + 1) = RE(n) + DT(RDOT(n))
	
(9)
A block diagram is.presented in Figure 3.
FIGURE 3 - Filter 2
At the n th sample period three values are computed: the estimated
range at that sample period, RE(n); the estimated range rate at that
sample period, RDOT(n); and a predicted value of the range at the
(n + 1) th sample period, RDI(n+l). The input value is RM(n), and
DT is, the sample interval. The response of this type filter i s





is used to yield the maximum maneuver-following capabilities for a
given level of noise rejection. 2 This results in the trade-off between
noise rejection and maneuver-follwing capability being controlled
by only one parameter, a.
The al-pha-beta tracker remains a stable system for a and S..
bounded by 
a > 0, 0 .> 0 and 2a+ s < 4.	 (11)
For a	 1 ( a point on the curve denoted by (10) within the re9ion.
specified by (11)), the system has a wide bandwidth and reacts quickly
to transients. However, the transient-following capability is offset
by poor noise rejection. The converse occurs for a << 1, where the
system is slow and has a comparatively low bandwidth. Noise rejection
is much improved, but the system reacts more slowly to transients.
The transfer functions for the alpha-beta tracker are




RR	 RM	 DT 1 + -2 + a
	
S z- + 1	 (13)
RDI CC + 6 _z
-1
 - az z
HRp (Z) RM f 1 + -2 + a + $ z-x  + 1 a z-	 (14)
8where HR P is the transfer function for the predicted range, RDI,
t 
E:
It is interesting to note that the transfer function 
HRR 
for Filter 1
can be made identical to H RR for the alpha - beta tracker if the para-
meter pair K1 and K2 are chosen such that
a = K1 * DT	 (15)
and
K2 * D17 2 a	 (16)
a :	 The range transfer functions; HR for Filter 1 and H R for
P
the alpha-beta tracker, are also very similar in that they differ
only by a factor of z-1 . The main difference between the two filters
is that the transfer function coefficients are dependent on sampling
rate in Filter 1 and independent of sampling rate in Filter 2, the
alpha.-beta tracker. Simulation verifies that the two filters can
be made to perform identically in the range rate mode and very closely
in the range mode.
C. Filter 3
A functional block diagram of Filter 3 is presented in Figure 4.4
Eighteen registers containing the most recent and the previous seven-
teen range inputs are used in a cascaded simple average smoother to
4'-
derive range rate. The sum of the six oldest range values is sub-
tracted from the six most recent values. The result is a sum of six
terms in which each term is the Change in range that occurs over
twelve sample periods. Division by six yields an average change in
RM
FIGURE 4 - - Filter 3 1.0
RM
R DOS"
range over twelve sample periods. Further division by 12 * DT then
results in an estimated range rate value.
An N sample smoother is used to determine smoothed range. The
sixteen most recent range inputs are averaged to yield a smoothed
range delayed by 7.5 sampling periods from the current sampling
period. The current range rate is used to determine a correction
term that is added to the smoothed range to update it to the current
sampling period.
0.. Fi 1 per 4
Filter 4 is a digital tracking filter constructed by decreas-
ing the number of storage registers and adding feedback to the design
of Filter 3. A block diagram of Filter 4 is presented below.
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FIGURE 5 - Filter 4
In this design the values contained in the four storage registers
now represent range error terms, rather than range terms, due to the
ll
addition of feedback. An average of these four registers is taken
resulting in an average range error term. This value is added to the
previous estimated range to yield the new estimated range. The
estimated range rate value is determined by dividing the average range
error term by the sampling period DT. The estimated range is then
fed back to the sampled range input to produce a new range error term.
Four is the maximum number of storage registers (samples)
that will result in a stable system.4
E.... Fi l ter 5
Filter 5 is a tracking filter similar to Filter 4 except for
the addition of skip sampling. In this design, although the sixteen
storage registers are still updated every sample instance, the range
feedback term is updated only every sixteen sample periods. Estimated
range and range rate are also available only at sixteen-sample-period
intervals. A block diagram of Filter 5 is provided in Figure 6.
Every sixteenth samplie,two range values are determined: the
estimated range at that sample instant and the feedback range which
lags the estimated range by 7.5 sample periods. The feedback range
is subtracted from each of the next sixteen range inputs so that the
value in the sixteenth storage register represents the change in range
over 8.5 sample periods, and the value in the fifteenth register re-
presents the change in range over 9.5 sample periods. This same pattern
continues through the.first storage register which contains the change
in range over 23.5 sample periods. An average taken of the sixteen
storage registers then yields a value that represents the.s.moothed
change in range over sixteen sample periods. This value is added to
FIGURE 6 -- Filter 5
N
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the present feedback range to determine the feedback range to be used
for the next set of sixteen range inputs. The smoothed change in
range over sixteen sample periods is then multiplied by the ratio
7.5/16, and the result is added to the new feedback range to yield
the estimated range for the present sample. The estimated range rate
can be derived by dividing the smoothed change in range by sixteen to
determine the change in range over one sample period. Division by the
sample period then yields the estimated range rate.
III. IBM 370 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
A. Description of Simulatia Program
Program FLT is the FORTRAN program used in the I3M 370
simulations. In this program an initial range value and range rate
value are entered to create a range signal of constant slope. This
ramp simulates an object moving with constant velocity and is termed
the true or actual range. A random number generator is used to create
an array of normally distributed noise values of specified .mean and
standard deviation. Each filter is simulated for three range inputs.
Simulation RUN 1 tests the filter response to the ramp, RUN 2 tests
with the noise and RUN 3 users a range input that is the summation of
the ramp and the noise.
Filter calculations are performed by subroutine CALC. This
subroutine also determines the input range value for a given sample
period. That value is entered into the filter algorithm, and an
estimated range and range rate value for that sample period are deter-
mined.. The value IDI in the program determines how many times this
process is repeated before program control returns to FLT. CALC returns
to FLT the value at the most recent samping.period of the actual range,
the range input, the estimated range, the actual range rate and the
estimated range rate. These values along with the range error and
range rate error, as determined from the differences of the estimated
and actual range and range rate values, are output in tabulated form
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and saved in an array to be used in plotting. The value IDRI
determines how many times subroutine CALC is called.
At the end of a simulation run, program FLT calculates
statistics on the steady state values of various range and range rate
signals. The subroutine BECORI is called from the International
Mathematical and Statistical Library for this function. The mean and
standard deviation are calculated for a set of sample values of the
input range,-estimated range and the estimated range rate. For all
simulation runs at 2500 samples/second and 6.25 samples/second, the
Fast 50 sample values of each of the three signals are saved in an
array to be analyzed by BECORI. Since the last 50 samples are used,
it is necessary that the simulation runs be of sufficient duration
to allow initial transients to abate. This will insure that the samples
represent steady state signals so that statistically accurate results
can by obtained.
Program FLT contains two plotting routines for graphical
representation of data. The first, PLOT B, implements the printer
as a plotter. Although it provides limited resolution it is useful
as a quick cheek of simulation results. The second routine, MCPLOT,
formats data for a drum type plotter. After simulation RUN 3, four
plots are generated for a particular filter , two range plots and
two range rate plots . The first plot of each pair contains the
graph of the actual signal and the resulting estimated signal
over the full duration of that simulation run. However, in some cases
the magnitude of the initial transient causes the scale of the plot
to be too large to display any information on the steady state signal.
For this reason, the second plot, a.n afte•r-transient gira,ph of the. signal,
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is made. It displays the actual and estimated signals after a time
delay to allow for decay of the transient. These four plots are
generated for every filter being simulated. At the end of program
FLT, after all filters have been simulated, four additional plots are
generated. These contain the transient and after-transient graphs of
the range error and range rate error signals. As an example, if
two filters have been simulated, each of the four final plots will
contain the graph of two signals -- one for each filter. This allows
for a comparison of filter results.
As a clarification, only one type filter can be simulated
during a given execution of program FLT, where type of filter refers
to Filter 1, Filter 2, etc. References made in the above text to
different filters being simulated-durinq the same execution of pro-
gram FLT mean different parameter pairs such as K1 and K2 used
in the same type filter.
A listing of program FLT, subroutine CALC for each of the five
filter types, and the plotting routines, PLOT B and MCPLOT, are given
in Appendix A.
B. Test Conditions
As previously noted, three simulation runs are made to evaluate
each filter. For the first run, the input signal is a ramp function
representing actual range and is described by the equation:




This is a ramp of negative slope corresponding to an initial range of
18.532 Kin (60800 ft.) and a range rate of -8.5344 m/sec.(-28 ft./sec.).
The purpose of this run is to evaluate the ability of the filter to
accurately track an object moving at constant velocity. This input
signal has been used in previous investigations of range rate filters.
The second simulation run determines how well the filter re-
jects random noise. The input signal is Gaussian noise with a mean
(P) of zero and a standard deviation (o) ' of 30.48 m (100 ft.)
The purpose of the third run is to evaluate the response of
the filter to noisy range data. The input signal is a summation of
the inputs for the previous two runs. This input can be termed a
noisy ramp. This run shows what effect the addition of noise has on
the ability of the filter to track the actual range value,
In the first set of tests, all filters are run at a sampling
rate of 2500 samples/second for a period of 75 seconds. Results are
tabulated at one second intervals, and the steady state statistics,
mean and standard deviation, are taken on the last 50 samples.
The second set of simulations are made at 6.25 samples/second
for a duration of 192 seconds. Results are tabulated every 16 sample
periods or 2.56 seconds. Steady state statistics for these simulations
are taken on the last 50 samples.
Test Results
Data for each filter is divided into two sections: that ob-
tained at a 2500 samples/second sampling rate and that obtained at
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6.25 samples/second. Data for each filter is provided in tables and
in many cases also presented in graphical form to aid in visualizing
actual range and range rate signals. A summary of the filter's per-
formance is given at the beginning of the data for that filter.
Four tables are presented for each filter. The first table
gives the input and output range standard deviations for each of the
three simulation runs. The second table gives the output range rate
standard deviations for each of the three simulation runs. These values
give a measure of a signal's variance from its mean. In the case of
simulation RUN 1, where the range input is the ramp representing
actual range, the desired range output signal is an identical ramp.
Hence, the standard deviation of the input and output range signals
should ideally be equal 	 Since the slope of the ramp is constant,
it is expected that the estimated range rate signal produced by the
filter should also be constant and hence its standard deviation will
approach zero. During simulation RUN 2, the input range signal is
Gaussian noise of zero mean and known standard deviation. If the noise
is indeed attenuated by the filter, then the estimated range output will
show a reduction in standard deviation from that of the input range
signal. Since the input represents a constant range value (namely
zero range) with noise added, the optimum estimated range rate signal
returned by the filter would again have a standard deviation approach-
ing zero. The range input provided to the filter in simulation RUN 3
is that of the Gaussian noise superiimposed on the ramp. If both the
ramp and the noise are independent, random signals and the filter is
a linear system, then
i	,
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a2 f ff2 = QR } N'(18)
	
T	 where eR is the variance of the estimated range output for the ramp
input, Q' is the variance for the estimated range Output for the noise
input and a'{ 
N 
is the variance for the estimated range output for
the ramp plus noise or noisy ramp input. In this case QR, 2
and a2 } N would represent the square of the estimated range standard
deviations for RUN 1, RUN 2 and RUN 3, respectively. However, although
the ramp and noise are independent, the ramp is not a random signal
so the above relation does not hold true. For this reason; RUN 3
is necessary to determine the results for a noisy ramp range input.
The third table contains the maximum steady state range and
	f	 range rate errors for the three simulation runs. This information is
presented to give another measure of the range over which an estimated
range or range rate value will deviate from the actual value.
The fourth table lists the range variance reduction ratio,
KR, and the range rate variance reduction ration, KRR. These
ratios are determined from the relations:
KR ; variance of range output 	
(19)variance O range -- input
and
KRR = va iiaince of ratn:ge rate output	 (Zp)
var7lance of range input	 '
zo
The variance terms are the square of the standard deviations presented
in the first and second tables under RUN 2. This is the simulation
run conducted with Gaussian noise as the range input. Whereas the
standard deviations provide information on specific signals, the
reduction ratios offer a standardized method for comparison of filter
resul ts.
The fourth table also lists convergence time T. This was
arbitrarily defined as the time required for the estimated range to
reach a steady state condition such that the magnitude of the range
error does not exceed 3.048 m (10 ft.). The data used to determine.
T is taken from simulation RUN 1, where the range input is the ramp.
1. Filter 1
Simulation data at 2500 samples/second for Filter 1
is presented in Tables I-IV for the constant gains filter and in
Tables V-VIII for the bandlimited differentiator. Data at 6.25
samples/second is presented in Tables IX-XII for the constant gains
filter and in Tables XIII-XVI for the bandlimited differentiator.
A graphical display of the data at 2500 samples/second is shown
for two sets of parameter pairs (K1, K2) for the constant gains
filter in Figures 7-12 and for the bandlimited differentiator
in Figures 13-18. Data at 6.25 samples/second is shown for the
constant gains filter in Figures 19=24 and for the bandlimited
differentiator in Figures 25-30.
The data indicates that Filter 1 has higher noise re-
jection at the higher sampling rate. Since This filter is a
digital approximation to a continuous system, this is expected.
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The digital system more closely approximates a continuoLIs system
as the sampling rate increases.
For the bandlimited differentiator (BLD) the effect of
b, the frequency scaling parameter, can be noted by observing the
variance reduction ratios. In the bandlimited differentiator, the
cutoff frequency is determined by the frequency scaling parameter.
As the scaling parameter is reduced, the bandwidth of the system
decreases. Hence, more lower frequency components of the noise
are attenuated and the variance reduction ratios decrease. This,
however, also reduces the system's responsiveness to higher frequency
changes'in range signals which results in a reduction in maneuver-
following capabilities. This is shown by the increase in conver-
gence time as the frequency scaling parameter is reduced.
A comparison of the variance reduction ratios shows a
slight advantage for the bandlimited differentiator over the constant
gains filter. While the constant gains filter produces good range
and rainge rate data, there appears to be a trade off between the
two. With the bandl imited differentiator, changing the frequency
scaling parameter to improve range data also has the effect of
improving range rate performance (at the expense of convergence
time),
There are a variety of methods to derive a discretized
approximation to a continuous system. The method used in Filter I
produces a system that is a predictor, i.e., the estimated range
returned at the nth sampling instant is a predicted value of the
range at the (n + 1)" h
 sampling instant. This effect can be o b-
served in the maximum steady state range error for simulation
TABLE I
FILTER 1 RA'NG'E STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp input = noise i'nout = ram	 + noise
FILTER l INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
CONSTANT GAINS STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STNO. DEV. STNO. DEV. STND. GEV. STNO. DEV.
KI = 0.76.11
0.1634 0.11634 110.7364 0.8,773 x DO 1 ^' 110.7339 0.2463
K2 = 0.4'5
Ki = 0:.75
0..1634 0.1634 110.7364 0.9391 x 16 1 110.7339 0.2523
K,'.=0.125
K1	 0.7
0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 0.8717 x 1,Q '! 110.7339 0.2459
Y.2 = 0.3769
K i = 0.4'9
01..1634 0.1632 110.7364 0.5529 x 10 1 110.7339 0.2142
K2 = 0.93995
K1 = 0..75




.... ... .... 	 .
TABLE II
FILTER 1 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEV'IATI'ONS(ET./SEC. j AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = range input = noise iinput = ramp + noise
FILTER 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT	 !!!
RANGE MATE RANGE RATE RANGE RATE	 I
CONSTANT GAINS STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND.	 BEV. 
K1 = 0.7071
9.0 0.5552 x 10




0..0 0.1575 x 10' 1 0.1575 x 10 1
K2 = 0.121:5
K1 = 0.7




K 1 = 0.49 I
O.:D 0.1238 0.1238	 I!
K2 = 0.98995
K1= 0.75
0.,0 0.5662 x 10
-1
0.5661 x 10-1.
K 2 = 0.45
NW
TABLE III
FILTER 1 MAXIMUM RANGE(FT.) AND RANGE RATE(FT./SEC.) ERRORS AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
inp ut = ramp input = :noise input = ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX MAXFILTER 1
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
CONSTANT GAINS ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
K1 = 0.7071
0.112 x I0- 1 U.14'0 x 10 -6 0.278 0.323 0.290 0.323
K2 = 0.4°5
K1 = 0.75
0.108 x 10 1 0.221 x 10_
3
0.2.23 0.138 0.234 0.139
K2 = 0.125
K1 = 0.7
0.112 x 10 x 10-7 0.247 0.264 0.258 0.264
K2 = 0.3769
Ki = 0.49 .
0.106 x 10-1 0.464 x 10-4 0.322 1.395 0.332 1.395
K2 = 0.98995.
K1	 0..75
0.112 x 10-1 0.241 x 10-7 0.250 0.329 0.261 0.329
K7. = 0.45 na
TABLE IV




FILTER	 I RANGE RANGE RATE CONVERGENCE
CONSTANT GAINS VARIANCE VARIANCE TIME	 (SEC.)
REDUCTION RATIO REDUCTION RATIO
K1 = 0.7071
6.276 x W 7 2.	 x	 10-7,605 23 
=K2	 [1.45
K1	 = 0.7'5
7.192 x1077 2.023 x 10 8 35
K2 = 0.125
K1 = 0.7
6.197 x 10-7 1.832 x 10-7 25
K2 = 0.3769
K)	 =	 0..4.9
2.493 x 10-7 1.250 x 10 6 36K2 = 0.98995
K1 = 0.75
7.091 x 10-7 2.614: x 10-7 23
K2	 = 0'.4'5
TABLE V
FILTER 1 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATiONS(FT.) AT 2500 SAMPLES/'SEC.
RUN 1	 I RUN 2 RUN 3
i'n ut_	 ramp input = noise input = ramp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUTFILTER 1
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
BLD STND_ DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
K1 = 0.7778
K2 = 0.3025 0.1634 0.1634 110..7364 0.9729 x 10- 1 110.7339 0.2251
b	 = 0.55
K1 = 0:3071
K2 = 0..25 0.1634 0,1634 110.7364 .0.8841 x 10- 1 110.7339 0.2468
b	 = 0.50
K1 =.0.:6364
K2 = 0..2025 0.1634 0.1634 ,,0.7364 .0.7951 x 10- 1 110.7339 0.2381
b	 = 0.4'5
K1 = 0.5657
K2 = 0.160 0.1+634 0.1632 110.7364 0.7056 x 10r1 110.7339 0.2296
b	 = 0.40
K1 = 0.4950
K2 = 0.1225. 0.1634 0.1633 110.7364 0..6157 x 10- 1 110.7339 0.2211
b	 = 0..35 N
cn
TABLE V1
FILTER 1 RANGE RATE STANDARD OEVIATIONS(FT./SEC.) AT 2 .5.00 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
FILTER 1 input = ramp	 - input = noise input = ramp + noise
OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RATE RANGE RATE RANGE RATE
8LD STND. OEV. STNO.	 DE.V. I	 STND..	 DEV.
KI = 0.7778
K.2 = 0.3025 0.0 0.3818 x 10' 1 0.3818 x 10- 1
b	 = 0.55.
KI = 0.7071
K2 = 0.25 0:.0 6.3155 x 1.0-1 0.3155 x 10 1
K1 = 0.6364
K2 = 0.2025 0..0 0.255.6 x 10 1 0.2556 x 10-1
b	 = 0.45
KI = 0.565.7




K2 = G.I225 0:0 0.1544 x 10i1 0.1544 x to-1
b	 = 0.35 NV
TABLE VII
FILTER 1 MAXIMUM RANGE(FT.) AND RANGE RATE(FT./S£C.) ERRORS AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN i RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp input = noise input = ramp + noise
MAX MAX	 v MAX MAX MAX MAXFILTER 1
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
BLD ERROR :ERROR ERROR ERROR	 I ERROR ERROR
KI = 0.7778
K2 = 0.3025 0.112 0.901 x 10-8 0.208 0.246 0.197 0.246
b	 = 0.55
KI	 = 0.70.71
K2 = 0.25 0.112 0.128 x ' 110-6: 0.1-87 0.223 0.178 0.223
b	 = 0.50
K1 = 0.6364'
K2 = 0.2025 0.112 x 10_
1
0.161 x 10-5 0.172 0.208 0.161 0.208
b	 = 0.45
Y.1 = 0,. 5657
K2 = 0.160 0.111 x 10-1 0.149 x 10-4 0.152 0.199 0.142 01199
b	 = 0.40
KI = 0.4950
K2 = 0.1225 0.119 x 10 .-
 
1 0.757 x 10- 4 0.143 0.188 0.155 0.188
b	 = 0.35
TABLE VIII










P11 0 REDUCTION RATIO REDUCTION RATIO
Y.1 = 0.7778
K2 = 0.3025 .7..719	 x	 10-7 1.189 x 10-7 24
b	 = 0.55
K1 = 0.7071
K2 = 0.25 6..374 x 10- 7 8.117 x 1.0-8 26
b	 = 0.50
K1 = 0.6354
K2 = 0.2025 5.155 x 10 -7 5.328 x 10 -8 29
b	 = 0.45
KI = 0.5657
K2 = 0.160 4.060 x 10-7 3.324 x 10 -8 32
b	 = 0.40
K1 = 0.4950
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FIGURE 8 - Filter 1 (Constant. Gains) at 2500 sample s /sec.
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FIGURE 9	 Filter I (Constant Gains) at 2500 samples/sec.
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FIGURE 14 - Filter 1 (BLS) at 25.00 samples/.sec.
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TABLE Ix
FILTER 1 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN ? RUB: 3
input	 ramp. input =noise in ut = ramp + noise
1NPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUTFILTER i
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
CONSTANT GAMS STND,	 NEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
KI = 0.7071
65,3068 65.3067 91.3215 24.6606 115.2178 84.4420
K2 = 0.45
I:1 = 0.75
65.3068 65.3067 91.3215 19.8742 115,2178 78.3689
K2 = 0.125
KI	 = 0.7
65.30fiB 65.3067 91.3125 23.6573 115.2178 83.4522
K2 = 0.3769
KI = 0.49








FILTER 1 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT./SEC.) AT 6.23) SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = range input = noise input = ramp + noise
FILTER  1 OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RATE RANGE RATE RANGE RATE
CONSTANT GATNS STND..DEV. STND. UEV. STNO. DEV.
K 1 = 0.70'.71
0.0 11.4052 11.4052
K2 = 0.45
K 1 = 0.75
0.0 3..2672 3.2671
K2 = 0.125
K 1 = 0.7
0'.0 9.8217 9.821!8
, K2  = 0.3769





K 2 = 0.45
w
TABLE XI
FILTER 1 MAXIMUM RANGE.(FT.) AND RANGE RATE(FT./S'EC.) ERRORS AT 6.25 SAMPLES /SEC.
RUN i RUN 2 RUN 3
in ut.= rantp input = [poise input = ratpp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX MAXFILTER 1
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
CONSTANT GAINS ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
K1 = 0.707.1
114.4'800 0.102 x 10- 52.87118 ?8.0303 57.3518 28.0303
K2 =.0,45
k:1	 = 0.75
-11.4.4800 0.126 x 10 44.8687 5..7304 49.3487 53304
K2 = 0.125
K1 = 0.7
4.4800 0.116 x 10 22.9018 56.0682 22.9018
K2 = 0.3769
K1 = 0.49
4.4800 0.483 x 10- 12 5.7.2146 63.09.50 61.6946 63.0950
K.2 = 0:.98995
K1 = 0.75 114.4800 0.112 x 10- 53.3341 27.44.71 57.8'141 27.4471
K2 = 0.45 -Pb
TABLE XII
FILTER 1 RANGE AND RANGE RAT "-




FILTER RANGE RANGE RATE CONVERGENCE
CONSTANT GAPNS VARIANCE VARIANCE TIME	 (SEC.)
RED-UCTIO.N RATIO REDUCTION RATIO
K1	 = 0.7071
7.292 x 10' 2 1.560 x fo 2 23
K2 = 0.45
K1.	 =	 0.75
4.736 x 10-2 1.280 x 10-3 36
K2 = 0.125
K1 = 0.7
6.711 x 10-2 1.157 x 1'0-2 25K2 - 0.3769
};1	 = 0.49
7.062 x 10 x 10-2 38Y2 = 0.98995
KI = 0.75
7.419 x 10-2 1.510 x 10-2 23Y,2 = 0.45
.a
TABLE XIII
FILTER 1 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
i,nput	 raili p input = noise i.nnut = rain . + noise
FILTER 1 INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT 1HPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RP.NGE
BLD STND, DEV. STND. DEV, STND. DEV. STND.	 DEV. STND.	 DEV. STND.	 DEV.
Kl = 0.7778
K2 = 0.3025 65.3068 65.3067 91.3215 23.1994 115.2178 82.0274
b	 = 0.55
KI = 0.7071





65.3068 65.3067 91.3215 19.9024 115.2178 79.8818
Y.1	 = 0.5657
K2 = 0.1=60 65.3068 65.3067 91.3215 17.9741 115.2178 78.3595
b	 = 0.4.0 .
Ki = 0.4950
K2 = 0.1225 65..3068 65.3067 91.3215 15.7742 115.2178 76.4249
b	 = 0.35
TABLE XIV
FILTER 1 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVIATIQNS(FT./SEC.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp imput = noise input = ramp + noise
FILTER 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RATE RANGE RATE RANGE RATE
QLD STND.. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
K1 = 0.7778
K2 = 0.3025 0.0 7.7822 7.7822
b	 = 0.55
K1 = 0.7071
K2 = 0.25 0.0 6.7482 6.7482
K1 = 0.6364
K2 = 0.2025 0.0 5.7662 5.7662
b	 = 0-45
KI	 = 0.5657
K2 = 0.160 0.0 4.8206 4.8206
0.4,0
K1 = 0.4950
K2 = 0.1225 0.0 3.8874 3.8874
b	 = 0.35 V
TABLE X11
FILTER I MAXIMUM RANGE(FT-) AND RANGE RATE(FT./SEC.) ERRORS AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RWN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp input = noise in..ut	 =	 ranip +.no.i-se
FILTER 1 €PAX KAX MAX MAX MAX 14AX
RANGE RA'€JGF RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
BLfI ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
Kl = 0..7778
K2 = 0.3025 4.480 0.209 x 10-11: 50.988 16.971 55.468 16.971
b	 = 0.55
K1 = 0.7071
K2 = 0.25 4.480 0.,245 x 10-11 48.114 13.780 52.594 13.780
b	 = 0.50
Kl = 0.6.364
K2 = 0.2125 4.480 0.270 x 10-11 44.710 10.9.06 49.190 10:.906
b	 0.45
Kl = 0.5657
K2 = 0.160 4.480 0.329 x 10 -11 40.688 8.570 415.168 8.570
b	 = 0.40
Kl. = 0.4950
K2 = 0.1225 4.480 0.330 x 10 6.730 40.490 6-730
b	 = 0.35 co
TABLE XVI












K2 = 0.3025 6.,4154	 x	 10 -2 7.262 x 10-3 23
b	 = 0.55
K1 = 0.7071
Q	 0.25 5.610 x 10-2 5.460 x 1013 26
b	 = 0.50
K1 = 0.6364
1:2	 =	 0.20 .25 4.750 x 10- 2 3.987 x 1.0-3 28
h	 = 0.45
K1 = 0.565.7
K2 = 0.160 3.874 x 10-2 2.770 x 10-3 31
b	 = 0.40
K1 = 0.4950
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FIGURE 30 - Filter I (BL p ) at 6.25 samples/sec.
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_.	 RUN 1. With the ramp input, the recorded range error term repre-
sents the change in range over one sampling period. This can be
corrected by multiplying the numerator of the transfer function
Y	 Hp (equation (3)) by the delay term z -1', This has the effect
of shifting the system back in time one sampling period. The
resulting transfer function is
RE -
	
z-1(KI.DT + K2DT I ) - z- z (KIDT)
H R RR 1 + 1- 1 (-Z + KlDT f KM-z)  + i 4 (l  - KlDn
	
(21)
2 u Fi 1 ter 2
Simulation data for Filter 2 is presented in Tables
XVII - XX for 2500 samples/second and in Tables XXI - XXIV for
the 6.25 samples/second sampling rate.' A graphica"^ display of
the data is shown for each set of parameter pairs a and S at
2500 samples/second in Figures31-44n A graphical display of the
data for the 5.25 samples/second sampling rate is shown in Figures
45-53. Graphs for two sets of parameter pairs are omitted because
they yield systems whose convergence times exceed the duration
of the simulation run.
The alpha-beta filter is simulated using six sets of
a ,S pairs that lie on the curve described by (10) within the
region of stability defined by:
a>0, ^ > 0 and 2a + ^<4.
	 (22)
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Near the upper end of the curve;at the point a = 1.0 and 	 = 1.0,
the filter is characterized by fast maneuver-following ability
but poor noise rejection. Conversely, near the lower end of the
curve, as a and a approach zero, the filter is characterized by
improved noise rejection at the expense of maneuver-following
ability.
For the 2500 samples second tests, relative manuever-follow-
ing capabilities can be determined by examining the convergence
time. This is the time required by the filter to recover from
the transient at the start of the simulation. For larger values
of a (such as a = 1.0), convergence time is negligible. However,
the range variance reduction ratio (KR) is one, meaning there is
no noise attenuation. As a and ^ are decreased, convergence time
increases indicating the inertia of the system is increasing and
more ti;me lis required to recover from transients. While this
presents a reduction in maneuver-following capabilities it also
means the system is becoming more insensitive to the higher fre-
quency components of noise. Hence, there is a corresponding
decrease in range and range rate variance reduction ratios.
These observations are even more readily seen in the
6.25 sampleysecond simulation runs. The reduction in sampling
rate causes an increase in convergence time. As an example, for
a = 0.05 and
	
W 1.282 x 10 - 1 , the convergence time at 2500
samples/second is less than one second. However, at 6.25 samples/
second tliat figure is approximately 56 seconds. In fact, the last
three entries in the tables for the 6.25 samples/second tests all
represent a,6 pairs whose convergence times exceed the 192
TABLE XVII
FILTER 2 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN .1 RUN 2 RUN 2
jinptit	 r._aji in ut = noise input = ram	 + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUTFILTER 2
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
alpha - beta STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND.	 DEV. STND. DEV.
a = 1.0
0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 110.7364 110.7339 110.7339
N =	 1.0
c=0.2
0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 29.0844 110.7339 29.0377
3 =0.022222
= 0.05
0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 7.5559 110.7339 7.6332
(1 =0.1282 X 10 -2 .
CL = 0.001
0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 0.3205 110.7339 0.4751
R = 5.0025 x 10'7
n =0.00030
= 4.50067 x 10 8 0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 0.9379 x 171 110-7339 0.2518
a = 0.00021
0.1634 0.1632 110.7364 0.6538 x 10 1 -110.7339 0.225 
.8
= 2.20523 x 10 M
TABLE XVIII
F'I'LTER 2 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT./SEC.) AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
• -f%wil	 1 [Null	 G Kull	 a
i:nput . =	raln.p input = noise input = ramp + noise
OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUTFILTER 2
RANGE RATE RANGE RATE RANGE RATE
alpha - beta STND. BEV. STND. BEV. STND. DEV.
DL =	 1.0 0.0. 412275.80 412275.81
B = 1.0
x = 0..2
B = 0.0222.222 0..0 8741.49 8741.49
x = 0.05









x 19 0.1739 x 10-1 0.1739 x 10-1 rn
w
TABLE XIX
FIL,TER 2 MAXIMUM RANGE(FT.) AND RANGE RATE(FT./SEC.) ERRORS AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN I RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp input = noise input = ramp t noise
14AX MAX MAX MAX MAX MAXFILTER 2
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANCE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
Alpha - beta ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
cx =1.0
0.0 0.578 x 10T9 254.932 989103.5 254.932 989103.5
6 = 1.0
re = 0.2
0.0 0.226 x 10 -1.0 96.237 21226.7 96.237 21226.7
0 = 0.022222
c^ = 0.05
120.909 x 10 - 9
E = 0.1282 x 10_2





x I0 -80.1. 66 x 10 0.780 1.40.9 0:780 1.409
R = 5.0025 x 10-7
a = 0.00030
0.425
	 - 7 . x 10
-





-4 -40.134 x 10 0,6 70 x 10 0.133 0.194 0.133 0.194 
S = 2.20523 x 10_8
m
Ch
RUN 2 PREDICTED BY
input = noise BENE.D'iCT AND BORDNER
I:LTER 2 KR. KRR T
RANGE VARIANCE RANGE RATE VARIANCE KR KRR CONVERGENCE
1pha - beta REDUCTIiON RATIO REDUCTION RATIO TIME (SEC.)













8.377 x 10-6 1.282 x 110-5 7.501 x 10' 4 7.824 x 10-4 8
P = 5.0025 x
= 0..00030-
10_8




3.486 x 10 10_
8













FILTER 2 RANGE AND RANGE RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
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FIGURE 34 - Filter 2 at 2500 samples/sec.
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FIGURE 3-5 - Filter 2 at 2500 samples/sec.
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FIGURE 38 - Filter 2 at 2500 samples/see.
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FIGURE 40 - Filter 2 at 2500 samples/sec.
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FILTER 2 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES [SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
inDut	 r m input	 nai.se- input = ram	 + naise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUTFILTER 2
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
alpha - beta STND. DEV. STNII.	 DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND..	 DEV. STND. DEV.
a = 1.0
65.3068 65.3068 91.3215 91..3215 115.2178 115.2178
r = 1.0
a = 0.2
65.3068 65.3068 91.3215 30.0503 115.2178 83.4223
= 0.022?22
rc = 0.05
=R	 0.1.282	 x	 -1'^0'2
65.3068 65.3068 91.3215 8.7326 115.2178 69.3696
=	 7
65.3068 91.3215 0.2055 115.2178
S	 5.0025 x 10
u = 0.00030
165.3068 91.3215 0.6791x10 115.2178
(3 = 4.5006:7 x IO^R
a = G..00021
°-17x101 115.2178










FILTER 2 MAXIMUM RANGE(FT.) AND RANGE RATE (Fr./SEC..) ERRORS AT 6.25 SAMPLES /SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp iinput = noise input = ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX MAXFILTER 2
RANGE	 . RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
al-pha - beta ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
a = 1.0
0.0 0.632x1'U`12 230.565 1.613.121 230.565 1613.121
1.0
a = 0.2
0.0 0..233x1O-11 71.466 51.347 71.466 51.347
= 0.022222
a = 0.. 05









R = 4.50067 x 10Wg
1.964
a = 0.00023 ^ 30.879x10
0 = 2..20523 x 10- 8
1.404 00
RUN 2 PREDICTED BY
input = noise BENEDICT AND BORDNER
KR KRR T'ILTER 2
RANGE VARIANCE MANGE RATE VARIANCE KR KRR CONVERGENCE
1pha - Beta REDUCTION RATIO REDUCTION RATIO TIME (SEC.)
=	 1.0
1.0 67.778 1.0 78.125 <1
1.0
= 0.2 _





9.144 x 10-3 2.842 x 10' 4 3.782 x 10-2 6.587 x 10-4 56
= 0.1282 x 10-2
. = 0.001
5.064 x 10-6 4.160 x 10-11 7.501 x 10-4 4.890 x 10'9 >192 







-13 2.250 x 10_
4
1.319 x 10!10 >192
= 4-,50067 x 10-8
. 
^ 0.00021
2.782 x 10-7 1.132 x 10
-13
1.575 x 10-4 4.523 x 10-11 >192




















FIGURE 45 - Filter 2 at 6.25 samples/sec.
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second duration of the tests. For this -reason steady state values
for output range and range rate standard deviations are not given.
The range variance reduction ratio is not a function of
sampling rate as can be seen by comparing that value for both
rates. The range rate variance reduction ratio, however, is
proportional to the square of the sampling rate and demonstrates
a decrease with a reduction of sampling rate.
Overall, data from the simulation runs for the alpha-
beta filter agrees with the variance reduction ratios predicted
by Benedict and Bordner. 	 deviations become apparent as alpha
and especially beta decrease in magnitude.,
3. Filter 3
Simulation data for Filter 3 is presented in Tables
XXV - XXVIII for 2500 samples/second and Tables XXIX - XXXII
for the 6.25 samp les /second sampling rates A graphical display
of this data is shown in Figures 54 and 55 for 2500 samples /second
and Figures 56 and 57 for 6.25 samples/second.
The N sample smoother employed to derive range in Filter
3 smooths over sixteen samples, That is a sufficient number of
samples to provide good filtering. However, its performance is
not readily apparent from the data. Since the smoother provides
a range value that lags 'the present sample instant by 7.5 sampling
periods, updating is necessalryv To accomplish this a correction
term is determined from the estimated range rate calculated for




For simulation RUN 2, since both the range and range rate
segments of Filter 3 are linear systems and the input is a random
signal, the estimated range before correction for the 7.5 sample
period lag (RE Iagging) and the estimated range rate (RDOT) are
random signals, The operation of correction for lag can then be
described in terns of variances as
ffRE lagging + (K QRDOT )2 = 'R2€	 (22)
where K is the constant 7.5 * DT. Using the values for estimated
range standard deviation (aRE ) and estimated range rate standard
deviation (aRDOT) listed under REIN 2 in the tables for Filter 3,
the standard deviation of the lagging estimated range (or RE lagging)
can be obtained. This value is 3.9291m.(12.8908 ft.) and
7.0905m.(23.2627 ft.) for the 2500 and 6.25 samples/second simula-
tions, respectively. The associated range variance reduction ratios
are
KR2500 (110.8354)2 = 1.355 x 10 ..2	 (23)
KR6.2'5 = (03 .2627)2 = 6.489 x 10- 2	(24)
zThis is in agreement with the	 variance reduction ratio of an
N sample smoother. A comparison can be made of these ratios
to those given in the tables to demonstrate the effect the up-
dating procedure has on noise rejection in range determination.
TABLE XXV






input = ramp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
FILTER 3 0,1634 0.1634 110.7364 34.7179 110.7339 34.6758
TABLE XXVl
FILTER 3 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT./SEC.) AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
'	 RUN 1	 RUN 2	 RUN 3
	
OUTPLI .	 OUTPUT	 OUTPUT
RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE	 I	 RANGE RATE
STND. DEV.	 STND. DEV.	 STND. DEV.
FILTER 3	 1	 0.0	 I	 10745.3359	 1	 10745.3359
V
TABLE XXVII






input = ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
FILTER 3 0.364 x 10-11 0:207 z 10-8 114.486 28399.3 114.4659 28399.3
TABLE XXVIIT
FILTER 3 RANGE AND RANGE `RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN Z
KR KRR z
range variance range rate variance Convergence
reduction ratio reduction ratio Time (Sec.)
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input	 ramp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
'STND.	 DEV. STND. DEV. STND..	 DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND:.	 DEV.
: FILTER 3 65.3068 65.3068 91.3215 36.3516 115..2178 86.9980
TABLE XXX
.FILTER 3 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.,/SE-C.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN I	 RUN 2	 RUN 3
-OUTPUT	 OU_l,r.PUT	 OUTPUT
RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE
STND. DEV.	 STND. DEV.	 STNU. DEV.
TABLE XXXI
FILTER 3 MA-XIMUM RANGE(FT.) AND RANGE RATE(FT./SEC. ,






input	 ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MNIX MAX MAX
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
FILTER 3 0.727 x 10 0-.296 x 10 11' 104.0342 65.5469 104.0342 65.5469
TABLE XXXII
.FILTER 3 RANGE AND RANGE RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION' RATIOS: AT 6.25 SAMPLES/,SEC.
HUN Z
KR KRR
Trange variance range rate variance Convergence
reduction ratio reduction ratio Time (Sec.)
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7
The range rate determinirgsection of Filter 3 is a'cas-
caded simple average smoother. The range rate variance reduction
ratio is given by6
2
ffRANG€ RATE._OUTPU	 2 n2	 (25)
GRANGE INPUT	 nln2 UT
where n l is the number of samples over which the first differences
are taken (nI = 12) and n 2 is the number of first differences
that are smoothed (n2 = 6). Simulation runs at both 2500 and 6.2.5
samples/second support the above relation. Operation at 6.25
samples/second gives improved results due to the dependence of
the variance reduction ratio on the square of-the sampling period
DT.
4. Filter..4
Simulation data for Filter 4 is presented in Tables
XXXIII - XXXVI for 2500 samples/second and in Tables XXXVII -
XL for 6.25 samples/second. A graphical display of this data
is shown in Figures 58 and 59 for 2500 samples/second and in
Figure 60 and 61 for 6.25 samples/second.
The digital tracking filter smoothing over four samples
has the transfer functions
RE1 + z 1+ Z- 2 + 2 -3







RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE





TABLE XXX I I I






ippua = ramp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND. OFV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
FILTER 4 0.1634 0.1634 110.7364 144.84'44 110.7339 144.8549
TABLE XXXIV















input	 ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX VIAX MAX
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
FILTER 4 0.1,82 x 16*11 0,320 x 10 290.7632 501279.4 290.7632 501279.375
TABLE XXXVI
FILTER 4'RANGE AND RANGE RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS,
 AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 2
KR KRR T
range variance range rate variance Convergence
reduction ratio reduction ratio Time (sec.)
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FIGURE 59 - Filter 4 at 2500 samples/sec.
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TABLE XXXVII







input = raiarp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
FILTER 4 65.3068 65.3068 91.3215 157.1930 115:2178 178.7200
TABLE XXXVIII
FILTER 4 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT./SEC.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
	
RUN 1	 RUN 2	 RUN 3
	
OUTPUT	 OUTPUT	 OUTPUT
RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE
STND. DEV..
	

























input = ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
FILTER 4 0.182 x 10-11 0.580 x 
TO-11 323.3982 1553.83 323.3982 1553.82
TABLE XL
FILTER 4 RANGE AND RANGE RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 2
KR KRR T
range variance range rate variance Convergence
redu( rfon ratio reduction ratio Time (Sec.)
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FI GURE 61 - Filter 4 at 6.25 samples/sec.
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_ROOT _ 1-0.75z`1 -1..5z-2-2.25z - 3-4z-4-2,2.5z
-5 
1..5z - 6-0.75z.-' 
f^7)
RCIF - 4DT 1-0.75z" + 0.252- y-+ 0.25z -+ 0 25z^
The variance reduction ratios, KR and KRR, can he determined from
the weighting sequences hR (i) and hAR(i) by
K - E	 ^ 2 {i},	 {28}i=o
The program presented in Appendix D is used to evaluate this
series. The resulting variance reduction ratios calculated are
KR = 48	 (29)
KRR(2500 samples/sec.)
	
1.47 x 108	 (30)
KRR .(6.25 samples/sec. } = 915.	 (31)
The variance reduction ratios presented in the tables for Filter 4
are calculated from actual simulation data. Although these are
slightly better results than determined above, smoothing over
four samples does not offer an adequate level of noise rejection.
Fi lter 5
Simulation data for Filter 5 is presented in Tables
XLi - X.LIV for 2500 samples/second and in Tables XLV - XLVIII
for 6.25 sampl-es/second. A graphical displ&I of this data is
presented in Figures 62 and 63 and in Figures 64 and 65 for 6.25
F	 samples/second.
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Filter 5 is a digital tracking filter employing skip
sampling over sixteen samples. It is characterized by the transfer
functions
EA - RM _ ?_3.5 + ?3.5z - 1+ ..+23.52 15-7.5z-1 ^ _._..-7..5z-"
and
RDOT = 1 + z - 1+. ..+ z-15
ERR --TM—	 256 DT






KR = 1.72x 10.1
KRR(2500 samples/sec.) = 5.74 x 103
KRR(6.25 samples/seed) = 3.59 x 10-2
These values are in close agreement with those derived from
simulation data and presented in the tables for Filter 5. As








is proportional to the square of the sampling rate while the range
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TABLE XLI






iinput = ramp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
:RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
FILTER 5 2.:6123 2.6123 106.1125 39.3340 106.1860 39.3009
TABLE XLII
FILTER 5 RANGE RATE STANDARD'DEVIATIONS(FT./`SEC.) AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
	RUN I	 RUN 2	 RUN 3
	
OUTPUT	 OUTPUT	 OUTPUT
RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE
S!NO. DEV.	 I	 STND. DEV.	 I	 STND. DEV.
FILTER 5	 I	 01.,0	 ^	 5693.6289	 ^	 5593.6289
V
TABLE XLIH






Input = ramp + noise
MAX MAX Mx MAX MAX MAX
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE :RANGE RATE
ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
FILTER 5 0.0 0,207-:x 10-8 122.399 15702.340 122.399 15702.340
TABLE XLIV
FILTER 5 RANGE AND RANGE RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS AT 2500 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 2
K R KRR T
range vaviance range rate variance Convergence
reduction ra,tfo reduction ration Time (Sec.)
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FIGURE 63 W Filter 5 at 2500 samples/sec.
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TABLE XLV






input = ramp + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
FlILTER 5 1044.906 1044.96 112.3026 41.1501 1083.432 1044.917
TABLE XLVI
F'IiLTER 5 FLANGE RATE . STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT./'SEC.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
	
RUN 1	 RUN 2	 RUN 3
	
OUTPUT	 OUTPUT	 OUTPUT
RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE
STND. DEV.
	
STND. DEV,	 STND. DEV.
4
FILTE R 5	 0.0.	 15.0085	 15.0085
TABLE XLVII








input	 ramp + noise
MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX MAX
RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE RANGE RANGE RATE
ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
FILTER 5 0.909 x 10 -12 0.278 x 10' 11 122.002 37.450 122.0018 37.450
TABLE XLVIll
FILTER 5 RANGE AND RANGE RATE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS AT 6.25 SAMPLFS/SFC-
RUN 2
KR KRR T
range variance range rate variance Convergence
reduction ratio reduction ration Time (Sec.)










FIGURE 65 - Filter 5 at 6.25 samples/sec.
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Two of the filter designs are selected to be implemented on a
microprocessor based system. They are Filter 3 and Filter 5. S imula-
tions are conducted in the same manner as is done on the IBM 370. The
same range input signals are employed, and statistical analysis of the
outputs is performed as was done in the IBM 370 simulation runs. This
allows direct comparisons to be drawn.
The Simulations are not conducted in real time. Considerations
are taken for execution time, however, and are presented in the test
results.
A. Description of Micropr essor System
The micropro•--essor simulations are conducted on an expanded
version of the Motorola MEK 68OOD2 Evaluation Kit II, a microcomputer
system based on the Motorola MC 6800 microprocessing unit. The details
`	 of the revisions made to the system are outlined in the Motorola appli-i.
cation note "MEK 68OOD2 Microcomputer Kit System Expansion Techniques "a7
;.,	 The basic system memory of 512 bytes of static RAM is replaced with 32
kilobytes of dynamic RAM. The MINING III monitor ROM and its associated
serial interface are added co-resident to the basic system's JBUG monitor
ROM and serial interface. Under MINIBUG control the system is connected
via RS-232 interface to a data terminal. Under JBUG control the audio
cassette interface provides an inexpensive means of permanent storage.
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B. Description of Simulating Programs
The software for implementing the algorithms for Filter 3 and
Filter 5 is developed at the assembly language level. The primary con-
siderations in its development are the one byte word size and the lack
of a hardware multiplier on the 6800 microprocessor. The consequences
of the small word size are that internal values must be represented in
multiple byte lengths. Since these values can only be written into or
read from memory one byte at a time, execution time is dependent on the
number of bytes used to represent a value. For this reason, it is necessary
to determine the minimum number of bytes needed to preserve precision at
any given point in the program. Although the range input, range output
Ta	 and range rate output are two byte values, internal i ►ord size varies from
.	 two to five bytes.
Multiplications are handled by a multiplication subroutine. Under
worst case conditions this routine requires 2,235 periods of the system
, n
chock to return a product. This represents a significant percentage
of program execution time.
1. Program FILTER 3
An assembly language listing of the microprocessor
realization of Filter 3 is presented in Appendix S. This program
accepts a two byte unsigned binary word representing a noisy range
value and outputs a two byte unsigned binary word representing
the present estimated range and a two byte, two's complement
binary word representing the present estimated range rate.
When a noisy range value is received it is loaded onto the bottom
of a 36 byte stack, REDS, containing the previous 1:7 noisy range
t
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inputs. A summation is then made of the six most recent entries
onto the stack and subtracted from that is the summation of the
six oldest entries on the stack. The result of these operations
is a three byte, two's complement number stored in the variable
TSUM. This value is multiplied by the scaled constant (1/(72*DT))
* 2 1b to determine the estimated range rate. The 2 1^ scaling
factor is included in the constant because the constant is typi-
cally les! than one. Since integer arithmetic is employed,
tring to represent a number between zero and one by a zero or
a one would cause a very significant loss of accuracy. To
circumvent this situation the constant is premultiplied by a
factor of 2 16 , which is equivalent to shifting the constant
two bytes to the left. After the multiplication of TSUM by
the constant has been accomplished the two least significant
bytes of the five b yte product are truncated which is equivalent
to a two byte shift back to the right. The magnitude of the
estimated range rate is such that i't can be represented suf-
ficiently by a two byte value so the most significant byte of
the three remaining bytes of the product can also be discarded.
The end result is a two byte, two's complement number, RDOT,
representing the estimated range rate.
TSOM is multiplied by the scaled constant (7,5/72)*2 16
to derive a range correction term., RCRCT; which will be used in
the range calculations to give the estimated range. In this
case, the two lowest significant bytes are retained until after
the addition in the range calculations to preserve accuracy.
However, the 'most significant byte can still be discarded leaving
t
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a four byte, two's complement term RCRCT.
To derive the estimated range,. RE, the summation of the
16 most recent entries onto the stack REGS is taken. The result
is a three byte number located in SUM. This value is multiplied
Tby the scaled constant (1/16)*216 producing a five byte result.
The most significant byte is discarded and the remaining four
byte value is added to RCRCT. The two most significant bytes of
the sum from this addition are the unsigned.binary representation
of the estimated range.
At this point FILTER 3 receives the next noisy range
term and pushes it onto the bottom of the stack REDS causing
the oldest entry on the stack to be lost off the top. The process
of obtaining the estimated range and range rate is then repreated
for these 18 entries on the stack.
Program FILTER 3 utilizes four subroutines: SH FTR, ADD,
SUB and MULT. Subroutine SHFTR shifts all entries in the stack
'.EGS up one and loads the latest range error term onto the bottom
of the stack. Subroutine ADD adds two three-byte numbers. The
numbers are entered into the subroutine through the variables A
and B. The three byte sum is returned through the variable SUM.
Subroutine SUB is a three byte subtraction routine. Values are
entered and returned through the same variables used in subroutine
ADD.
All multiplication required by FILTER 3 is performed by
subroutine MULT, a two byte by three byte, two's complement
multiplication routine. The two byte multiplicand is entered
through MLTCD and the three byte multiplier is entered through
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FIGURE 66 - Flowchart for program FILTER 3
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Subroutine MOLT also contains a rounding routine. Since
one of the factors of PROD has been scaled up by 2 16 , PROD must
be scaled down by 2 16 to obtain the correct result. Rather than
truncating, PROD is rounded off to its three most significant
bytes. The flag ROUND is used to turn the rounding routine on
or off as needed.
To facilitate the display of data the FILTER DATA PRINTER
program is appended to the FILTER 3 program. For each sample,
the printer program lists the sample number, the value of the
noisy range input at that sample, the value of the actual range at
that sample and the estimated range and range rate calculated by
FILTER 3. This program converts all hexidecimal values to deci-
mal values.
2. Program FILTER 5
An assembly language listing of the microprocessor reali-
zation of Filter 5 is presented in Appendix C. This program
accepts a two byte unsigned binary word representing a noisy
range value. After receiving sixteen of these values the program
outputs a two byte unsigned binary word representing the present
estimated range and a two byte, two's compliment binary word
representing the present estimated range rate. Also calculated
but not output is a two byte unsigned binary word, RDI, represent-
ing the estimated range at a previous point in time. This value
is subtracted from each incoming noisy range word to produce a
two byte, two's complement binary rangie error term. These error





range samples have been received, REGS is then full and a summa-
tion of its contentsis taken. The result is a 3 byte,
two's complement binary value, TSUM, which is used to calculate
the new estimated range rate, ROOT, and to update the two estima-
ted range values, RE and RDI.
The estimated range rate, ROOT, is derived by multiplying
TSUM by the scaled constant (1/(256*DT))*2 16 . Since the constant
is typically less than one and integer arithmetic is employed,
the scale factor 216 is included to maintain the two byte level
of accuracy. The multiplication of the 2 byte constant and 3
byte TSUM results in a 5 byte product. The estimated range rate
value is contained in the three most significant bytes of the
product due to the scale factor included in the constant. This
term can be accurately expressed in two bytes so that the most
significant byte can also be discarded yielding a two byte,
two's complement, estimated range rate value.
The three byte TSUM is then multi::plied by the scaled
constant (1/16)*2 16 and the resulting five byte product is
reduced to two bytes in the same manner as described'a.bove.
This two's complement number is added to the present value of
RDI to update it for use in determining the range error terms
for the next sixteen noisy range inputs. RDI is a two byte,
unsigned bi-nary value.
The estimated range, RE, is updated in the same manner.
15TSUM is muliptlied by the scaled constant (23.5/256)}2
	
The
resulting five byte product is reduced to a two byte, two's
complement number and added to the old value of RDI. The res:uit
of this addition is a two byte, unsigned binary number representing
the current estimated range.
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FIGURE 67	 Flowchart for program FILTER 5
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Program FILTER 5 utilizes the same four subroutines used
by
	 AFilter 3. The operation of these subroutines is exactly as
described in the section on FILTER 3. Temporary storage is allo-
cated for the stack R£GS in such a way that subroutine SHFTR,
which is responsible for pushing data onto the stack and shifting
the other entries up, need not be changed to reflect the fact
that REGS is a 36 byte stack in FILTER 3 and a 32 byte stack in
FILTER 5. Both programs utilize premultiplication of constants
by 216 so that the rounding routine in subroutine MULT also need
not be changed
Since FILTER 5 outputs estimated range and range rate
data only once every sixteen sample periods, the FILTER DATA
PRINTER program is modified to display data for only those sample
periods for which outputs are generated.
C, Test Cond-it ons
As noted previously, test conditions for the microprocessor
simulation runs are very similar to those used in the IBM 370 simula=
tions. Tests are conducted for each of the three range input signals:
4
the ramp, Gaussian noise and the summation of the ramp and noise. The
 tests are not conducted in real time but rather a block of data containing
sequential samples of the input is resident in memory. The simulating
program steps through this block retrieving input values as needed. A
block consists of 630 sampled range values taken at the sampling rate..
Each value is a two byte unsigned binary word. These are rounded integer
representationsof the same sampled input values employed in the IBM $70
simulations.
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The microprocessor simulations are conducted at the 6.25 samples/
second sampling rate only. Although simulation at the higher sampling
rate is possible, the speed limitations of the microprocessor would make
a rear-time system unrealizable. The two filter designs chosen both
offer better noise rejection at the lower sampling rate.
D. Test Results.
1. Fi l ter .3
Simulation runs for Filter 3 are conducted for a duration
of 200 sample periods. The last 50 sample values of the range
r,.v
input, estimated range and estimatedrange rate are statistically
analyzed and presented in Tables XLIX - LI. Also presented is
the data for an equivalent run on the IBM 370. The results indicate
that the implementation of the filter on a microprocessor based
system is accomplished without significant loss of accuracy.
Program FILTER 3 requires 15,777 cycles of the micropre -
cessor system clock to compute estimated range and range rate
values after being given a sampled range input. At the 614.4KHz
clock rate of the MEK 680002. Evaluation Kit, the execution time
Lk ':
is 25.68 milliseconds. The 160 millisecond sampling period provides
more than adequate time for filter calculations, hence, this program
could be employed in a real-time system.
2. Fi 1 ter 5
Filter 5 simulations are conducted for a duration of




FILTER 3 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
imput = ramp input = noise imputt = ramp + noise
INPUT ouTP6T INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUTFILTER 3'
RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND. DEV. STND:. DEV. STND. DEV. SIND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. BEV.
MICROPROCESSOR 65.380 65.375 103.531 53.105 102,647 61.596




FILTER 3 RANGE 'RATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT./`SEC.) AT 6.25.SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1	 RUN 2	 RUN 3
imput = ramp
	
ir..- t = noise	 input = ramp + noise
OUTPUT	 $TAUTOUTPUT
RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE	 RANGE RATE
STND. DEV..
	
STND, DEV.	 STUD. DEV.
6.0	 33.288	 33.132
I3td 370
	 1	 0.0	 1	 33.1917	 33.1917
w
TABLE L I




FILTER .3 VAR-iI;ANCE RANGE VARIANCE RANGE RATE CONVERGENCE
REDUCTION RATIO: REDUCTION RATIO TIME (SEC.)
MI CROPROCESSOR 2.632 x 10 1 1,034 x 10 -1 3




for every sixteen sampled inputs, 38 output values are deter-
mined during a simulation run. The filter converges to steady
state after two execution cycles (32 sample periods), therefore,
the last 35 output values represent steady state and are statistically
analyzed. This set of samples is of sufficient size to insure
statistically accurate results. Data for the microprocessor
simulations of Filter 5 and an equivalent IBM 370 run are presented
in Tables LII - LIV. Here again, as in the microprocessor reali-
zation of Filter 3,, results agree with those obtained on the
ISM 3700
The worst case execution time for an "OFF" sample period,
when no filter outputs are produced, is 907 cycles of the micro-
processor system clock. The execution time for an "ON" sample
period, when filter output values are determined, is 11,539
cycles of the system clock. At the 614.4KHz clock rate of the
MEK 680002 Evaluation Kit, execution times are 1.48 and 18.94
milliseconds for "OFF" and "ON" sample periods, respectively.
However, the 5800 family is capable of clock rates up to 2MHz
which would yield execution times of 0.45 and 5.82 milliseconds
for "OFF" and "ON" sample periods, respectively.
To offset the problem of smoothed range and range rate
data being available only every sixteenth sample instant, it
has been proposed that sixteen filters be operated in parallel
with each filter lagging the next by one sample period. 8 In
this manner an output from one of the filters would be available
at each sample instant. At the 6.25 samples/second sampling rate
t
&I	 _.FT	 R : .. Y	 ;t. :, H	 "
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TABLE L ll
FILTER 5 RANGE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(FT.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES./'SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
i.n Ut = ram Tn ut = no i se iinput = ram	 + noise
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
FILTER 5 RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE
STND:. DEV. STND. BEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV. STND. DEV.
!MICROPROCESSOR 734.5:14 734.516 91.516 32.489 755.846 735.662
IBM 370 734.5007 734.5007 111.0584 35.4184 739.8486 735.4.358
TABLE ;L I I I
FILTER 5 RANGE RATE STANDARD DEVTATIONS(FT./SEC.) AT 6.25 SAMPLES/SEC.
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3
input = ramp imput =noise input = ramp + noise
FILTER 5 OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
RANGE RATE RANGE RATE RANGE RATE
STNU.. DEV. STND. DEV. STND'.	 DEV.
M1 1CROPROCESSOR 0:.0 11.543 11.508

















141CROPROCESSOR 1.260 x 10 1 1.591 x 10 2 5




the execution time of program FILTER 5 is only a fraction of the
sampling period. Hence, the same processor can be used for all
sixteen filters. In a given sampling period fifteen filters
would be at "OFF" sampling periods while one would be at its
"ON" sampling period. Operating with the 614.4KHz system clock,
total execution time would be 42.62 milliseconds, slightly over
a quarter of the sampling period.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The IBM 370 simulations demonstrate that Filter I offers im-
proved noise reduction at higher sampling rates in both the range and
range rate modes for both constant gains and bandlimited differentiator.
Maneuver-following capabilities, as measured by convergence time, are
independent of sampling rate. Noise reduction for Filter 2, Filter 3
and Filter 5 is independent: of sampling rate in the range mode and in-
creases with decreasing sampling rate in the range rate mode. These
filters all demonstrate increased maneuver-following capability at
higher sampling rates. Filter 4 does not provide sufficient noise re-
duction to be considered further.
At the low sampling rate (6.25 samples/second) and with a short
convergence time, Filter 5 has greater noise reduction than Filter 3.
If parameter pairs are chosen for Filter I and Filter 2 to yield an
equally short convergence time ., they too do not provide the level of
noise reduction of Filter 5. However, if a longer convergence time is
alljwed, the .parameter pairs of Filter I and Filter 2 can be chosen to
provide higher levels of noise reduction than Filter 5. In this case,
Filter I (bandlimited differentiator) provides greater noise reduction
than Filter 2 for a given convergence time.
The advantage of Filter 1 becomes moire apparent at the higher
sampling rate.. Convergence time is unaffected but noise reduction
increases with sampling rate. hence, the capabilities of this filter
are determined by the limitations of the processor with which it is





rates which will allow a corresponding increase in sampling rates and
result in better filter performance.
Filter performance can be summarized:
Filter 1: T	 - independent of sampling rate
- dependent on K1, K2
KR - decreases with increasing sampling ra+:e
- dependent on K1, K2
KRR - decreases with increasing sampling rate
- dependent on K1, K2
The tradeoff between T and the ratios KR and OR is controlled
by K1, K2 (b in the BLD).
Filter 2: T	
- decreases with increasing sampling rate
- dependent on a,B
KR - independent of sampling rate
- dependent on a,6
KRR - decreases with decreasing sampling rate
- dependent on a,B
The tradeoff between T and the ratios KR and KRR is controlled
by a, B
Filter 3: t
	 - decreases with increasing sampling rate
KR - dependent on sampling rate slightly, due to updating
^T	 KRR - decreases with decreasing sampling rate
Filter 5: T	 - decreases with increasing sampling rate
KR - independent of sampling rate
KRR - decreases with decreasing sampling rate..
Future study should be directed toward implementation of Filter
1 or Filter 2 at a higher sampling rate with a 16 bit microprocessor
having a hardware multiplier. it would also be worthwhile to investigate
different methods of approximating the continuous system of Filter 1
with discrete systems. The method used in this study is only one way of
mapping from the s-plane to the z-plane. Other methods should be examined
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APPENDIX A
The following pages contain a FORTRAN listing of program FLT,
the associated CALC subroutines for each of the five filters and the
two plotting subroutines, PLOTB and MCPLOT4
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C
r THIS	 PROGRAM
	 SlM l IfLATES	 A	 DIGITAL	 FILTER.
C THE PARAMETERS	 OF
	
THE FILTER	 AiJD	 INITIAL	 CONDITIONS ARE	 READ
	
IN
C O R.'	 NVIEL'IST	 LIST.
C THE	 P'LOTTIN,G PARAMETERS
	 ARE	 READ	 IN	 O I N	 NAMELIST	 DTM.




C SU , BRO , UTIN,E	 CALC	 'PERFORMS	 ALL	 FILTER	 CALCULATION'S.
C SU,6,R0iUTINIE	 GGNRF GENERATES
	 THE	 NORMALLY DIS TR IBUTED	 RANDOM VARIABLES
C THAT	 ARE	 USED	 AS	 RA!;!.GE	 NO ISE.
C SUBROUTINE	 BECO IRI






	 AND OUTPUT RANGE RATE.





M ICPL . OT	 FORMATS
	 DATA	 FOR	 THE	 CALC IO , M'P	 PLOTTER.
C
C PROGRAM F.LT
	 MAKES	 THREE	 FILT'E'R	 SIM , U'tATION RUNS
	 FOR	 EACH	 SET	 OF
C FILTER	 PARAMETERS.	 A	 NEW SET	 OF FILTER PARAMETERS	 IS	 READ	 IN EVERY
C TIME	 NAMiELIST
	 LIST	 IS .READ.	 THE	 FIRST	 SIMUtATI O'N 	RUN'	 IS	 MADE	 WITH	 A
C RAMP	 INP'U`T.	 DAT A 	 FROM THIS R UN	 IS	 TABULATED	 IN A	 TABLE	 ONLY	 (NO
C PL0T
.
ST.	 THE	 S,EC0f-JD	 SIMULATION RUN	 IS	 MADE	 WITH	 AN	 INPUT OF	 GAU'SSIAN
C N1 0ISE.	 DATA	 FROM	 THIS	 RUN	 IS	 ALSO	 TABULATED	 IN) .A	 TABLE	 ONLY.
C THE	 THIRD	 SIMIULATIGN	 RU I N	 IS	 MADE	 WITH	 THE	 INPUT	 OF	 A	 NiOISY	 RAMP.
C DATA FROM	 THIS	 RUN	 IS	 TABULATED	 IN A	 TABLE AND	 ALSO PLOTTED.




PARAM ET ERS	 IN NAMELIST DIMe
C ALL	 PLGTS	 ARE	 OF	 A 'FUNCTIO , N	 V'ERS•US	 TIME.
C
C NAMIELIST	 LIST
C LIST	 IS	 RE AD 	 AT	 TH E 	 B'EGINNIN'G	 OF	 EACH	 R ,U'N	 THROUGH	 THE
	
MGIN	 PROGRAM
C DRE	 =	 INITIAL	 ESTIMATE	 OF RAN.G.E
C DROOT
	 =	 INITIAL	 ESTIMATE	 0 1F	 RANGE RATE
C D T 	 = TI M'E BETWEEN	 INPUT SAMIPLES
C KI	 A N:D	 K2	 = PARAMETERS	 OF FILTER
C DR	 =	 TNITIAL	 RANGE




_	 ^	 s	 s	 t	 a	 i	 9	
^.^.wl
C	 I	 1 ,10N	 = NJKBER	 OF	 FILTERS	 TO	 BE	 SIMULATED	 (THE	 NUMBE2	 OF	 TIMES.
C NAMF.LIST
	 LIST	 IS	 TO	 HE	 READ.)









C R E S;UiL T S






IS	 READ ONLY	 O'N`CE.




OF	 TWO	 RANGE PLO TS.	 BOTH
C PLOTS CO-NTAIN THREE FUNCTIONS
— RiRM AND RE.
	 TH ,E FIRST
C PLOT
	
USES	 A	 SCALE	 CHOSEN FR CM
	 THE MAX	 AND MIS' FUNCTION
C VAtUIESo	 THIS	 SECOND USES	 BU1	 AND	 BL .f	 AS	 THE
	






















CONTAIN TWO F'U-ltCTIGNS—V AND
	 ROOT.	 THE 'FIRST
C PLOT USES A	 SCALE CHOSEN FR!O-M THE	 MAX	 AND MIN FUNCTION
C VALUIES.
	 T'HIE	 SEC01ND	 USES	 BU2	 AND	 BL2	 AS	 THE
	 PLOT'S	 MA X







C PLOTS	 ARE GIVEN.
	
THE PLOTS, ARI E	 GENERATED AFTER	 THE
C THIRiD FTLTER
	
SIMULATIO 14 RU'N FOR	 EACH	 FILTER.











	 A.LL	 FILTERS HAVE	 BEEN RUNS
C HE!NCE-w	 THE	 RANGE	 ERROR
	
FOR	 THE	 THIRD	 SIMU.LATICN R UIN
C FO;R	 EACH	 FILTER	 APPEARS	 ON THE	 SAME PLOTs,	 THIS	 IS
C FOR	 COr`PARISGN	 PURPOSES.	 THE	 FIRST
C	 ' P l)T	 USES A SCALE	 CHOSEN	 FROM THE	 FUNCTIONO S	 MAX	 AND
C MIN VALUES.	 THE SECOND	 BUS	 AND	 BLl AS THE
C P.L:OTIS	 MAX	 AND	 MI N 	VALUIES.	 IF	 PLRER	 IS	 NLT	 SPECIFIED
C NO RANGE ERROR 'PLOTS 	 ARE	 GENERATED.
C	 PLRRER =	 i	 S'P'ECIFIES	 THE	 OUTPUT	 OF	 ONE	 GR	 TWO	 RANGE	 RATE
C ERROR
	
PLOTS,	 THESE	 ARE	 AL SO NOT	 GE NERATED	 UNTIL	 ALL r
4
*NNW	 WNW ar.—.y	 r. ....:	 s	 . i	 a	 ,5	 3	 ..s	
'^.---.^s	 ^,..M»i 	 won*E	 5	 ,
C	 FILTERS HAVE RFE N RUN. H'ENC'E, THE RANGE RATE ERROP
C	 FOR THE THIRD STMULATIG'N RUN FOR EACH FILTER APPEARS
C	 ON THE SAME PLOT. T HE FIRST
C	 PLOT USES A SCALE EROSEN F ROM THE F UNCTION I S MAX AND
C	 MIN VALUES.. THE SECOND USES BlJ4 AND B1.4 AS THE
C	 PLOTOS MAX AND MIN VALUES. IF PLRRER IS 40T
C	 SPECIFIED N0 RANGE RATE ERROR PLOTS ARE GENERATED.
C	 B41 AND RLI = THE U'PP'ER AND LOWER LIMITS ON THE SECOND GRAPH
C	 OF TKE RANGE DATA. IF NOT SPECIFIED T HE Y ARE
C	 SOT
C	 B,U1 = (MEDIU!M ACTUAL RANGE) + SPAN1
C	 &L1 = (MEDI UM ACTUAL RANGE) - SPAW1
C	 VRERE SPAN1 IS A MAIN PROGRAM CONSTANT,
C	 aU2 ANO B12 = THE U PPER AND LOWER LIMITS ON THE SECOND GRAPH
C	 nF TH'E RANGE RATE DATA. IF NOT SPECIFIED THFY
C	 ARE INTERNALLY SET
C	 BU2 = (MEDIUM ACTUAL RANGE) + SPAN2
C	 BL2 = (MFCI I. U ! M AC TUAL RANGE) - SPAN2
C	 THERE SPAN2 IS A M ATT PROGRAM CONSTANT&
C	 BU3 A N D BL3 = THE UPPER AND LOVER . E IMITS ON THE SECOND PLGT
C	 Of THE RANGE ERRO AR FUUCTION. IF NOT SPECIFIEDi
C	 A SEC04D PLOT IS NOT GENERATED,
C	 BU4 AND Bt4 = THE UPPER AND LOVER .LIMITS ON THE SECON : p PLO T
C	 GAF THE RANGE RATE ERROR FUNCTION. 	 IF NOT
C	 SPECIFIED9 A SEC04D PLOT IS NOT GENERATED.
C	 CALCOM = 1 CREATES CALCORP P DTS. A RANGE PLOT AND RANGE
C	 RA TE PLOT AFTER TH'E THIR D SI M ULATION RU`Iti FOR EACH
C	 FILTER. THE RANGE ERROR AND RANGE RATE ERROR
C	 P'L'OTS ARE GENERATED AFTER ALL FILTERS HAVE BEEN
C	 Rbf, , HENCE, THESE PLOTS CON TAIN THAT DATA FROM
C	 THE THIRD SIMU7.LATION RUN FRR EACH FILTER. THIS




c* NO T E* INTERNA:L
	 SPECIFICATION	 OF	 BUI-iBLI98'W2	 AND	 BL2	 CAN
ONLY	 RE	 U-S,FD	 WHEN	 Uri	 ACCELERATION	 IS	 ADDED.	 IF	 THIE











C XRAN10	 IS	 READ	 ONLY	 ()IN'CE
C XM = THE MEAN
	 OF THE NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED, 	 RANDOM	 VARIABLES
C XD:	 =	 THEEV	 STANDARD	 D ;EVIATIO,N	 Of	 THE	 N l0 IR :M :ALLY	 I)ISTR.IB,UTED
t RAN	 OEM. VARIABLES
C
C INTERNAL PARAMETERS.
C NiN	 0	 TO ND^Nv	 UUMIBE. R	 OF FILTERS
	 THAT	 HAVE &EEN SIMULATED.
L	 0	 TO I. D .R19	 NUMBER	 OF TIMES SURRGUTINE CALL	 is CALLED
C (0,N-E
	 DATA	 P ,0INT
	
IS.	 GENERATED	 FG!.R.	 EACH	 L)
C
C




DI M IENS IGN
	
T.1 M-A ( 50 0
DIMENSION	 X(50;95)90:IFF(5-p500),PRER'R(59500)gY(2500)
DI RE US I ON	 R NIG (	 5 0 0:) *;R N`G R ( 5 9 5 0 1 0 ) q, T I MIE ( 510 0
D I M E N IS I ON
	
S'N G ( 5	 5 0 0),S N GR ( 5,o 50 0 ) -t-S I F F ( 5, 50 n ) q S E R R	 5 4p 5 0 0
-D I :M'E N S I ON
	
Z	 6 -v 6	 9 XrPll 1(6 ) 9 S D I ( 6
C KATIX	 7	 IS A	 DlU*MY	 VARIABiLE	 USED	 IN	 BECURIO
:N,AMELIST/LIST`/`:r-)IREV'DR'DOT9:DT-pKl9K2-p:.DJRPDViNiONi-PID191DRT
N,A:M,ELIST/DTM:/PILRoPL:RRoPLRERgPLR'RER98,Ulo,BLI-PB:U29B,L2,PPU,3-p9lL39BU4,PBL4






CALL PLTMSG ( f *** DON FLEISCHER PLOTS READY R* *1.33)





BU  a .0
BL2 = 0,.0
BU3 = D.0








CALL GGNRF1(D SEED }
R£AD(59DIM)












XD ,EV = O.a
GOTO 140






R DJT : GeO
0*0
v	 0.0
X M = x X M
XDE V = XXD B E V
GOTO 140
130 R UN W 3
CALL GGh!'RF2(D.SEED)
R E = ME




WRITE( 6 * 150)
1 .50	 FOR!AT(IM0 *2Xv"LIST')
WRITE(61lf-iO) RE*RD0T9DT9K19K29R*V9NIDN91DI91DRI
1610 FbR MiAT(1H0*4X ♦ *RE '*G20.9/5^X * 'RD`OT = ' *G-20.9/5X*'DT '*.G20.9/5X
2*'K1 = '*G"20.9/5X *'K,2 = 9 * G20 * 9/5Xp 9 R z 9 020.9/5X*'V = '*6200/5X




150 FQRMA.T0H0*4X, 9 X M = * * G20.9/5X * . XDEV = '*G20.9)
IF(RU'N .NE. 3) GOTO 300
C
Gc ALCf1E ATION OF BiU1 9BL1 OU2 AND UL2 IF NOT G IVE N AS A INrPUT
C
IF (BUI .NEE. 0.0 .CSR. BU •N;E. 0.0) GOTO 190
S,PA N I = 1000.0
BU1 = R f V *I:D ! I * DT *IDRI / 2 * S'PANI
Bt  = B:U1 - 2*SPAN1
190	 IF (B , W2 oNIE. 0.€)	 OR 	 RL2 .NE. 0.0) GOTO 200
SPANi2 = 2.0
BU2 = V + SPAN2
BL2 = V — S-PAN12.
200 :
	WRITE(69210)
210	 F 0lR M:A T (1 H-D s: 2 X 9 * D I'M * )
lJRITE(6s22 D)
 P'LRs^PLRRsP'.LRERsPL RR ER9BU19AL19BU29BL2
220 F0iRMAT(1H0r4Xo*F'LR = 'sI6/5X 9 *PLRR = * 9I6/5X9 4 PLRER = *9I6/5X9*PLR
2RER = * 9 I6:/'5X 9 *B-01; = *9G20.9/5X9 *BL1 = * 9G20.9/5X 9 * p U2 = * 9G20.9/5
3X9*Bt2 = *9G26e9)
IF (RU3 .E.G. 0.0
	 AND.	 B'L3 .:E CI. 0.0) GO TO 240
WRTT'E(69230) BU3sBL 3
230 FORM-AT(1H094X9 9U3 = 9 sG20.9/5X-p $BL3 = * 9G20.9)
GOTO 26D
240	 WRIT'E(69250)
250 FURMAT(3H'0s4X9*BU3 AND BL 3 WERE NOT SPECIFIED IN DIM*)
260	 IF (8 ;U4	 ED. 0.0
	
•AM1ID.	 BL4 ,EQ. 0.0) Cho T O 2PO
W'RITE(.6s270) BiU4-014
27U FORMAT(IH094Xs''8U-4 = 'gG20.9/5X9 + B'L4 = *9G20.9///)
GOTO 304
2F0 WRITE(69290)









RVI = 0 *0
C
C AN IF STATE'M'ENT WILL BE INSERTED HERE TO CHECK TO SEE IF THE RAND M,
C	 N.UMIBZR GENERA T-01R IS TO BE U SE D ON THIS RUN.	 IF IT IS9 THE FOLLO'WI''tiG
C LOOP WILL BE SKIPPED&
C
320	 IF (XDEV oN.E. 0.0)	 GO TO 340






C THE CALL STATEMENT FOR THE RANZOM NUMBER CENERATOR WILL u
C HERE. THIS S'UBRCUTINE MILL BE CALLED EACH, TIME CALC IS CALLED.
C
340 CALL G,G`NRF (IDI9Y)
DO 350 LAP = 19IDI






C VARIABLES B!EGINNIN'G WITH R OR D ARE DOUBLE PRECISION. THEY ARE USED
C IN DATA TABLE OUTPUT. VARIAB-LES BEG-INNING WITH S AR-E SINGLE
C PRECISION. THEY ARE USED IN THE PLOT OUTPUT*
C
C RNG CC+t'ETA.INS 3 FUNCTIONS TO BE PLOTTED ON THE RANGE GRAPH*











C RE'RR CONTAIAI,S 1 FU'N'CTION TO BE PLOTTED ON THE RANGE ERROR GRAPH.
RE R,R (N;N s L :) = RE — R
	 t
S E R R( NON s.L)
	 RE — R
C DIFF CONTAINS 1 FUIXTIO'N TO BE PLOTTED ON THE RAM,GE
C	 RATE FRR<OR G,RA'Pti.
DIFF(NN,L) = R-DOT — V
w
SIFF(NNt:L)	 =	 R.DOT	 —	 V
C
WIRI T-E (60:6:0)	 TIM'E(L)-iRtkE,RERR(NdNdtL) * V vR D IOT,DIFF(NN vL)
3:60: FOR`KAT0H2O93X * G7 * I %6(1XtG1°.11) )
IF(L * LT.IDRI)	 GO	 TO	 320
R'ER:R MX	 =	 0.0
DIFFMX	 =	 0* 0
DO 370 LAP--l•59
IF(ABS(X(LAP*4)).GT *RERRMX)	 RERRMX	 =	 AFS(X(LAP94))
IF(A,BS(X(:LAP *5)) * GT * DI'FFM'X)	 DIFFMX	 =	 AES(X(LAPt5))
370 CONTINUE
W'RITE(613fIW	 RERR.MX*DIFFMX
3R0 FU.RMAT0HU94X**MAXIMU'M STEADY STATE RANGE ERROR	 =	 *tG20*9/5X**M AXI





390 FORMAT(1H09.4X * *I NP:UT 	RANGE MEAN	 =	 * * G20 * 9/5X * *INPUT	 R AN:GE STND	 BEV
i	 =	 0020.9)
WfilT !E(6t40t)	 X'N1(2)tSDI(2)






MEAN	 =	 *9G:20 * 9/5X**RAhG'E	 RATE	 STh:D	 BEV	 = ^
1	 **G20.9) Z
rIF(RUN!	 .Ei).	 1)	 GOTO	 120 :0
IF(R : U!N	 * Eft.	 2)	 GOTO	 130 10 -0




^IRITE( 6 t420 :1
WRITE{6t43-0)
WRITE (69440)
WRIT'€(6t 45 , 0 )
420 F0+RMAT(1H'0126JS, t ****,*F0R
	 RANGE	 DATA*924k*****•)
430 FO 1RM-AT(1H'0*26X1*****,*1





440 FO ,RMAT(1HiC926Xt* t ** • 9*2	 IS	 TH'E	 ACTUAL	 RANGE	 (R)**13Xt** ** +)







460	 IF(PLRR .,E(). 0) GOTO 500




4.70	 FO ,RMAT(1}iOs26Xt • *** • ,*FOR RANGE RATE DATA' 919Xt^***^)
480
	 F0RMAT(1H0t2FXt'** ,~ i 9'1 IS THE CALCULATED RANGE RATE (RD0T)' t1Xt'*
2**•)






IF(CALC01M .ED.. 0.0) GOTG 510
CALL ACP!LGT(SNG.tTIMEvIDRI92t 0sS^sDATA)
CALL MCP:LOT(SN,GR tTI rlEtIDIRI0909SWtDATA
IDRII = IDRI — 15
DG 505 I=191D'RII









CALL MCP'LOT(SI GtTI'MAPIDRII t2vD9SWsDATA )
CALL MCPL,OT(SNiG^RtTIMAtIDRII s. 2t0rSWt^DATA)
510	 IF(NN .LT. N'D'N) G()TO 100




CALL	 PLOTS	 (^JIO,NsID^RI9BETA,SERRsTIME90. 0sO.Qsl)
WRITE{:6.95201
520 FOR'MAT ,(1H0s2 .6X9 s *** 9 t v FOR	 RAN6GE	 ERROR	 ( .RERR)')q16XjV***t)
IF	 (BU3	 .EQ.	 0.0	 . A ME) .	 Rt3	 .EQ..	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 5311
CALi
	
P'LOTB'	 (NiD'NsID!RI sBiETAt.SE'RRsTIM'E•B'U' 3s BL3s1)
W!RITE(6%520)
530 I F 	 (PLRRER	 .EQ.	 0)	 GAO	 TO	 550
C ALL	 PtCTB	 (PJiD,N sI'D!RIsB!ETAsSI'FEsTIMEs0.OoD.Ds1)
W,RITE(6s540)
540 F'OiRMAT(lHGs26.Xs s ***v 9 v FOR	 RANGE	 RATE	 ER'RO'R	 (DIFF)'II1xgv***s)











IF	 (CALCO'RE	 .EQ.	 0.0)	 GOTO	 570'
C	 THIS LO , O.P	 GENERATES	 A	 .ZER`O	 REFERENCE
	
LIN'vE	 FOR	 THE	 CALCONP	 PLOT.
NiDN1
	 =	 NON	 +	 1
0O	 56 . 0	 'L=19IDIRI




CALL	 MICPLOT(SERR sT IM'EsIORIsNDN19'0.rSWgDATA)
CALL	 M'CP'LGT(SI!FF97IN,.EsIDR19N'DN1sQsS'^W9DATA)
DO	 5,67	 J,=1 s N DIN;I.
00	 5,65	 i=1. 9IDIRII
IA	 =	 I	 +	 .15
SIFF(J-P-I)
	 =	 SIFF(JsIA)
SER'R'(Js I) 	 =	 SERR(JsIA)
5 65 C:O N'T I NiU E
567 CONTINUE
CALL	 MCPLOT(SERRsTIMA•fiD'RII9'fi1t)'N1sQsS.usGATA)
CALL *CP'LOT(SIFFsTIMAs ID!RIIgNjDI N1sOsSWs (DATA )
5 7'0 C O N T I N!UIE







C	 F"LOTB USES T ihlf PRINTER AS A PLOTTER..
C	 NP = NUMBER OF 'FUN;CTIGNS PLOTTED ON THE GRAPHS MAXIMUM OF 10
G	 MAX = NUMBER. Of DATA POINTS IN EACH FUNCTION
C	 BETA = SCALE OF THE Y AXIS (ABSCISSA) IN UNITS OF TIME
C	 BU AND 8L = T1E UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS OF TIDE X AXIS (0RDINJATE).
C	 IF BU 1=BL=0.0 THE TH+E MAX IMUIM AND MINIMUM VALUES OF
C	 THE FUiNCTION ARE USED AS THE LIMITS,
C	 NZERO = 1 WILL PUT A REFERENCE L.IN-E AT X=O. 	 IF A REFERENCE
C	 LINJE IS NOT DESIRED SET 14ZERG = 0.
C
INTEGER BLANK1 DASH1 D-OT1 DOLARI AM00 )
DIMENSION KK(1.'0)1 LINE(1.01)
01 ?+ENSIGN FNCT(5950.0) 1TIMiE(500)
DATA NIPR / 6 /
DATA :BLANK-DDASH-I D'OT1AM(1)1AM(2)1AM(3)1AM(4)1AM('5)1AM(6)sAM(7)1 	 PLOT*
1 AM(8)1AM(5)1A - M(1`0) / 1 1 1 1-1 1
 0•61 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 4 1 1 1.5 1 1 	 PLOT*
2 16f 1 1711, 1 6 1 9 X 9 1 • 1 a a
DATA DOLAR / I$t






DO 212	 M = 1	 P
D 0	 2.12	 L= 2 1 M.A X
IF (''FWT(M1L)-8IG) 26012601.213
213 BIG=FNCT(M1L)








W IRITF (NPR +112) AMI D+ BIG+ SMALL+ SCALE
112 FOR AT (J.H1+4X+: + 1 ­CURVE GR':DI'DATE++5!(++MID—VALUi.E=1+
2E10a3 21'X9tMA X —VAL'U'E =+ +E10.*39:8X ++ MI^N-VALUE_++
3E10.3 g //927X+ + SCALE='+ +E 10 3+2X.+'*PER LINF++//)
W'RIT'E (N^PR+113) BETA
113 1F4'.RMAT (1.H +4X;+A'BSCI'SSA*+1:3)(+OSCALE=•+
ZE10.3 + 2X t *PER LINE++6:2X ++W—R:PS++//)
IF ( APEAX .NE. 0.0 ) GOTO 35
WRITE(NiPR930)
30	 FOiiMQT( 1H(1+47{*^t**t***#ti*i*#tt.*,r#rtti**.ttt:t**t*t*t**t#***itt,r*i
1*** i t*t *tt * # **/15 K ++N iU PLOT CALL BE PRODUCE D HERE BECALMSE+/ 1 5X+:
2 9 'FU'NCTION MAX V AL UE _ :F'U'NiCTIO'N M I N V ALUE - + /15X+ + TOE FUNCTION IS CO
3NSTANT. TO RECE'IV'E A + /15X+ 9 P'LOT OF THIS FUNC T I ON+
 P'RED'E TERMINIED+
4/15X+' I 'U P P E.R AND LOWER LIMITS PU AND BiL M lUST+/15X+*'f2LE SPECIFIED.+/5
SX+. +* #ttt#**'4- t *##ttt* * i tt *t#t*##*t*** tir #*.t# *#ii* .t*- #t# *t'tfk*t* #tt #*i 	'
GOTO 41
35	 C O N T I :N.U'E
D^o 38 I = 19101




DO 41 J	 I + M'A.X
:Q'O .
 40 K =1 s N P
KK(:K)=PO.0*(FNiCT'(K+J) —AMID)/AP'EAK + 51:.0
KKK = 'KK('K)
IF(KK K) 51951+52
51	 LTKE(1) = BO'iLAR
60 TO 54
52	 IF(.K KK - 10 1) 50+50+53
5:3	 LINE(1013' _ DOLkR
GO TO 54





-G J.T D	 12
11 CEt"JER=0;*0
LETTER=- 1









5 C G N T I NUE
4 CON TINUE 
J.JiJ =2 * J
CALL	 SCA'L:E	 (YY9SHOJLJiJ•K)
CALL	 SCALE	 (TIME?	 SW9	 JJ I 	K)r	 C
C X—SCALE :OVERRIDE	 CAN BiE	 I)WlE	 HERE BY	 SPECIFYING	 TIME(JJ+1)	 AS
C T.ti;E	 VALUE	 OF	 THE	 FIRST	 TIC	 M ARK	 D°. R, 	THE	 X — AXIS	 AND	 TINE(JJ+2)	 AS
C THE	 C H A-N^G,E	 I'N	 X	 VALUE	 'B;E T I1 E E N	 T W'0	 TIC	 MARKS.
C
CALL	 AXIS	 (0.O9:CE ;NUR9 1'	 I•LETTER9SW,0.09TIMF'(JJ+1)9TIM'E(JLJ+2))
CALL	 AXIS	 i0.0+ 0 .a- • 	's0iSH9"0909YY(JJJ+1)-PYY(J!JJ+2))
D , 0i	 S	 NP=I sJ
D ,O	 9	 L'L=I.,JPTS




Y (J';J+I) =YY (JJ,Ji+1.)
Y(JJ+2)=YY(JJJ+2)
2 CALL	 LINE'	 (TIM'!Eq	 Yq	 JPTS- 9 	 1 t	 0 t	0)
C D'' q t I N IJiE
CALL
	





4 0 C C N T I NiU'E
IF { NZERO .NE. 1 ) GOTO 44
KKK _ B0.0 * (-AMID)/APEAK + 51.0
LI I,JE(K.KK) = AM-(10)
44 C0NTINiUE
	
WRITE MPR9. 39)	 J: LINEi TIM'E(J)
39 FORMAT (1H v4X9I3y1x -pl0l.A1o1XlE10..3)





41 C O' r4 T I N!U E
WRITE (NiPR• 442 )





C	 THIS SUHFRGUTINE PLOTS GRAPHS ON CALCOMP PLOTTER
C	 VARIABLES ARE D'EFIN ! ED AS FC)t-LAWS:
C	 FUNiCT= ARRAY OF Y VALUES
C	 TIMIE= ARRAY OF X VALUES
C	 J= ?41 :UM'BE- OF PLOTS PER GRAPH
C	 JJ N!U,M''f3ER OF POINTS' PER PLOT
C	 SW= X AXIS LENGTH IN INCHES
C	 SH= Y AXIS LENGTH IN IN'CHfS
DIMENSIGN FU'"}CT (5000)-p TIMiE (500) 9 Y (50`0) 9 DATA (1024)9 YY(500)
SW=10.1
JP TS = J-J
S-H t 7 .5
K=.1
IF (N O,M A G 1) 11 9 1 19 10
10 CENTER=S,H
LE TTr-R=0 a,0
XW-M-94	 UpLumm	 ffHlgNIIYI	 ffGP-i-11n	 .. l 	 r.	 .^	 ^	 ^	 •.. -
	
^	 ^ 	 i	 ^'	 ^	 !	 _	 -.
S.UP.ROUTIN'E CALL(RgViD'T-PX•IE7I9RErR.D,OTiKIwK29RDIvRVI9LgRM+YgIDRI)
C FILTE R 1	 BLOCK DIAGRAM 1
IMPLICIT REAL*a (D,K•R.V)
D I ME NSION X(5095) 0(2500)
IDRIST = I]RI — 5'0/IDT
ID IST = IDI-50+ (50/ I0j)*IDI
A=0.0
DO .50 L AP=I:I D I
C AC.C'ELERAT IO:N CAN BE ADDED FOIR A PERIOD Of 10*IDI*DT HIERE9 L=41 TG 50
IF((L * GT-4G).AVD-(L.LE:-5G)) A=G.O
V=V+A*DT
C	 NIE u R A NiG E-i R (TRUE RA'NI'G,E )
R ='h+V k D T
C ADiD RANDOM N ,O.e RM (NOISY RANGE)
RM = R + Y(LAP) .-
C N'DISY R ANIGE MINIUS PREVIOUS ESTIMATED RANGE
R V ='R M'- , R E
C ESTIMATED RANGE RATE: RD'OT
RD0T=RDOT+K2 *RV*DT





IF(.L .LT. IDRIST) GOTO 50
TF(L .EO. IDRIST	 .AND-	 LAP -LE:- IDIST) GOTO 50











	 r^—'—T•	 "----4	 r--^^	 —,-.,^	
.:	 :	 ,^.._..:_..n
	
r. :.. ^.y	 ._.	 ;	 a	 ..'	 a	




C ALPHA — BETA	 FILTER






IDRIST	 =	 IDRI	 —	 50/IDI
IDIST	 =	 IDI-50+ ( 50/I01)*I01
A-'0.0
D0.50	 LAP=19IDI
C ACCELERATION	 CAN : BE	 ADDED
	
FOR	 A	 PERIOD	 OF	 10.*IDI*iDT H'ERE .9	 L=41
	
TO	 50
I I:F((L.GT.40).ANr D.('t.LE.50))	 A-0.0
V=V+ A*DT.
C NEW	 RANGE * 	R	 (TRUIE	 RA'NG,E)
R=R+V*DT










IF(L	 .LT.	 I'D'RIST)	 GOTO	 50
IF(L	 vE().	 IDRIST	 .A4D.	 LAP	 .LE.	 IDIST)	 GOTO	 50
LAPX	 =	 (L-1)*IDI	 +	 LA . P	 -	 ((IDRIST — I)*IDI
	 +	 101ST)












.. - :. 1
	 ,_rr.-.,. .d
	
^.	 #	 oc _. —.,.. J
	





DIMENSI'OTJ X(50y5)9 REG (1P 9YU2500)




I'DiRIST = I D'RI — 50/IDI
IDiST = IDI-50 +(50/I0I)*IDI
A=.O .,0
DO 50 LAP=19IDI
C ACCELERATION CAN: B E
 ADDED FOR A RERLO'D Of 10*IDI*DT HEREg L=41 TO 50
I'F((L.GT.40).AND.(L.LE.50))A=0.0
V=V+A*DT
C	 NEW 'RAN'GE, R (TRUE RANIG,E)
R=R+V*DT
C ADD RANDOM 'NO -s RM (NOISY RANGE)
RM = R + YULAP)
REG (18.) = R'EG(17)
REG(17) = REG (16)
REG(16) = REG (15}






R-E :Gi 9) = REG( a)
REG( 8) = REG( 7)
REG( 7) = REG( fi)
REG( b) = REG( 5)
REG( 5) = REG( 4)
REG( 4) = REG( 3)
REG( 3) = R'EG( 2)
REG( 2) = REG( 1) r-^rn
w
Bill'"	 jvojjJfd-t
REG(	 1 )	 =	 RM
D:S!UM	 =	 '0.0
DO	 30	 I=1 s6
DS-JM
	 =	 D'SU'M	 +	 RE.G•(I)	 -	 REG(I +12)
30	 CONTI NIU'E
C	 ESTIMATED	 RANSE	 R=ATE S	ROOT
RDOTT






	 =	 D'SUM	 +	 REG(.I)
40	 CONTINUE
C	 ESTIMATED	 RANGE s RE




1)	 RE	 =	 RM
I'F(L	 * EQ *	 1)	 RDOT	 =	 V
I',E (:L
	 * LT.	 IDRTST)	 GOTO	 50
IF((L	 .EO.	 ID+RIST)	 .AND. ('LAP	 .LE.	 ID'IST))	 GOTO	 50






x (LAPx:4`)	 =	 RE--R
X ('LA.P)( 9 5)	 =	 RD`OT—V






SLJiERQ'UTINE CA,LC(RsVsDT g XvI'DIs'REsRDOTsK19K2 ,oRDIsRVIs( PRMVY91D°RI)
C FILTER 4	 DESIGN I
IMPLICIT REAL*8(DsKrR9V)
OlMIEN:SION X(5095)+R:EG(4)sY(2500)'
IF ('L -GT. 1 ) GDTO 10
DATA R..E6/4*0.000/
10 C9NTIUVE
UST = IDRI — 50/101
IDIST = IDI-50 +(5,0/IDI)*IDI
A = 0 * 0
DO 50 LAP=1 sIDI
C A, CCELERATIO'N CAN BE AFIa^E0 FOU R A PERIOD OF I0*I:DI*DT HERE• L=41 TO 50
IF((L.GT.40T*AND9fL— Ew5G)) A=0*0
V=V+ A *,p T
C NEW RANiGE9 R (TRUE RANGE)
R=R+V*DT
RM = R + Y(LAP)
REG( 4) = REG( 3)
REG( 3) = REG( 2)
AEG( 2) = REG( 1)
.REG( 1) = RBI—RE
DELTA = (REG(1)+REG(2)+REG(3)+REG(4))/4.0
RE = DELTA + RE
RDOT = OfELTA/DT
IF(L -LT- ID°KIST) GOTO 50
I F ( L .Eft. ID-RIST
	 .A"ND.	 LAP .,LE. IDIST) GGTO 50
LArX = (L-1) *I0I
 + LAP — ((IDRIST -1)*l DI + IDIST)










SUB-ROUT IN!E	 CALC (RvV,DTvXgIDIlRE l RDOTpK1tK2vRDIrRVI•LvRMvYiIDRI)
C FILTER	 5
C FOR	 THIS	 FILTERS	 CALCULATIONS ARE	 MADE	 EVERY	 16 SAMPLES.
C THIS	 MEANS	 THAT	 FOR E'V'ERY	 RU'N	 THROUGH	 CALC	 IDI/16 VALUES ARE
C DETERMI;LIED	 RAT-IER	 THAN	 IDI	 VALUES.	 TO	 ALLOW	 FOR T'HIS9	 IDI	 IS	 CHANGED
C TO IDI/16.
	
THIS IS NECESSARY	 BECAUSE ALL THE VALUES CALCULATFn
C IN	 THE LAST RUN TH 1ROUGH CALC	 ARE RETURNED	 TO FEE USED	 IN	 VAPIANCE
C CALCULATIONS.
C
C *%l;bTE*	 -	 THE
	 IM`P'LICATI0 1 N	 OF	 THIS	 CHANGE	 IS	 THAT IDI	 MUST RE AN
C INTEGRAL	 MULTIPLE	 OF	 1.5.	 ALS0 9	IORI*IDI/16	 MUST BE	 GREATER THAN	 50,
C THESE	 LIMITATION'S	 APPLY FOiR	 FILTER	 5	 ONLY,
C
IMPLICIT	 REAL*R(D,KtR,V)
DIMENSI ON 	 X(50g5)gREG(16)9Y(2'50G)




C ON T I N'UiE











C NEW RANGEs	 R	 (TRUE	 RANGE)
R=R+V*DT
C ADD	 RAN-361M	 NO.-)	 RM	 (NOISY	 RANGE)
RM =	 R	 +	 Y(LAP) ^p Z
REG(16.)	 =	 REG(15) 7 m^
RsEG(15)	 =	 REG(.14) oF':
REG(1.4)	 =	 REG(13) eo ^p
R'EG03)	 =	 REG(12) GAS
REG(12)	 =	 REG(11l r Sl
R'E G(11)	 =	 REGd10) rrn
REG(10)
	 = REG(	 9)
REG(	 9)	 = R'EG(
	 Fi)
REG(	 „)	 = REG(
	
7)
REG(	 7)	 = REG(	 G)
REG(	 6)	 = REG(	 5)
REG(	 5)	 = REG(	 4)
REG(	 4)	 = REG(	 3)
REG(	 A)	 = REG(	 2)
REG(	 2)	 = R:EG1	 1)
REG(	 1)	 = R.M-°RDI
IF((LAP-(LAP /1,6)i15)
	






I S U I M'	 _	 'IISU ! M +
	 REG( I )
20
	
C UNT.I N USE
RDGT = DSUM /16.0 /lDT/16*:0
R'D I=	 RDI +	 D S:U'M'/ 16.0
RE = RDI + DSUiM/16.0*7.5/16.0
If (L.	 .EQ. 1)	 RE	 = RM
I:F(L
	
.EO.' 1)	 Rr.)0T	 =	 V
IF(L	 .LT. IURIST)	 GGTG	 5.0
IF(L	 .Er?. IDRIST	 .AND.	 LAP	 *,LE.	 IDIS7)	 GOTO	 50
















0 R$01) 1 0
;TEMP F'C1F1
SIN R MB 1
1_ NT RNE 1
MLT 1_I11 RMB 1
NLTCD2 RNE 1
NLTPR 3 RNE 1
PILTPRE RM3 1
tILTPRI RNB i




N1 • RMB 1
82 R mB 1
A 3 RND 1
F1 RNE-1 1
E F:ME i
ti,:t P11 F11F1 1





SKPFLG r:N B 1
F:1=: CT 1 RMB 1
R1=: CT2 RMB .1
RUC TS RMB 1
FUCT4 F:MB 1
RPOTi Rms 1
RDOT` Rt' B 1
r
Psi RMB 1
TSB M1 RmB 1
!s!;Me 1
SRMP RN B 2
RR'r PTR R111B 2





DECEMBER IS 1 9r S
_r






C1 C1 t + 
0008
iTlslf^H
• rf r3 1`l ^:



































0 057 REPTR RMB 2
0 Q1_71 9 R'll El TPT Prl B
0 C15P. Rt-11?
0 0 54 D DIGIT P., m Ell
0 Ol '-5 E TYPE R
0 C15F ROUND RMB
0 cl G (I r-4 F L A G RMB I
r  rl 6. 1 1 Rt•I P. I
1 06.2 2 R I TP, I
1.1 ri I RMB 1
0064 D F-1 P1 P. I
cl I_-I 6 
'
51 DIFF1 PJI B I
@066 DIFF2 Rl I B I
r;1 2!l0cl 0 11 RG $ 02 cl 1)
02 1;10 C6 01 FLT LDA B
1D2 O2 D7 OF STA D ROUND
0204 CE g o 01 LrIX
0207 DF 5-11 '--TX 'S-FIMP
0209 OE -'-, 0 0 1:r L-DX 0 cl
020c DF 7 TIX RE P T R
020E CE :?8 00 L D '; :3$:,  ,_;. 0 0
6211 DF 59 =:T OX RDOTPT
02 1L CE 04 3C LDX I N 1 TI
021 6 BD El 4B .j	 R T, 'E 1 4 B
0219 DD E1 -'23 ^s P% $E1 J
0 r 2: 1 c 97 5E -'S T A A Ttl- IPE
021E 44 L•'--R A
021F 24 05 F-CC iNPUT1
0221 CE 20 00 LlI.X' -.1 -1 2 0 cl 0
0224 20 0 IF p R A I NPUT:
0 2 2 L--, 44 IN•UTI L :7'-R A
0'22 7 24 0"-^l E-1cc lzI N F LIT"
112`9 CE 2--:' 01) LPX g c.
P A I NPUT3
022E CE 18 00 INFUT-a LIG-l. cl cl
0 L':-!' -1-F 1 DF '58 '9 T H P I T S I - eX DFITPTR
u233 C E j-!4 9E L D.';,.' I ri i T2
0 PD El 4P 'l E 1 4 P.
02 .9 BD EO F2 iz:-R .1, E 0 F
C DF 5B 'ST X
023E CE 00 '2'19 LDX "REIS S
012 4 1 6F 00 FLTA CLR I)!. X
,2 4 -D >_i:.
024 11 00 44 C P^
A2-t7 26. F9 Elf IE FLTFJ:
02•9 DE -15 FLTI Lll.':-' DATF•TR






FILTER 3	 I'D:., 1978
0 24 D P. D 04 2, C
025-5 0 r 	 ,ill  14
il ",	 7F 0 A I `a7— —1 —	 IF
C, L -01 6. ,F 0 Cl 16
02-59
CE, 0 6
0 2'-5E  D7 44
3 2 , 	 7F 0 0 4
FLT2
02, A- 5 CE 0 Q OE
02
-1  El I:, RIE, 1,16 	 FLT`
02'6 A A 7 00
C4261--: cis
02, A- if IS c )'1 11 11
0270 26 F ►
DE 1.1l)
02 •• 4 eC 00 2C
- 277 26 03
0279 7A 01) 45
02 7t'-- 8C 00	 FLT4
FIER 7 F 26 A `3
,3c2---z.'l 7 F @ J-; 45
@'2c'-'4 D6 <5'	 FLT5
26A8
0 2S 7F 0:1) 11
1.1 a R6 t.-I cl
A281i EE, 0 1
r3 E, F S; 7 12
132 ,91 117 1 3
Q 29 -'l. 7 A 0 0 44
1) 2; rr. IER 0 51
C129 c-., ED 04 19
029D R Q 0 --3
02-: D D Pff 04 OE, F-L T 6.









A P 97 1--1
CI'Lz_'Fi D DE I
J2:'I I F 1:1 F 4F
42'3 1 DF 0,
O .EB3 += E la R B,
1 -1286 E, F 1`14
0238 7 F 00 5F





L D -'x.' G S,
LDA B ,,, $ 1 -1 En






LINE FLT  51'
Lb *,,,' XTE11P
C.P • 1	 2 1y
ENE FLT
DEC SKPPLG










DEC F.' , -7 N T
BBL FLT6
1 17- F., L I B
PIF IR FLT7





A T U Pi 1







-i S. R MULT
LIJ....
"OL12
FILTER 3 DEC ENDER 19P	 1978
02CO DF 46. S:T X RCRCTI
02C2 DE OC PROD4.
02C4 DF 4 [vi'R
1.12CE. 11 b" 4E LDA B, T ,.-r f_fm I
Lr
021 c $ D7 06 ::TIT B MLTPRI
C12CA DE 4F LD'X TZ_:JJPQ
•	 02CC DF 617 'TXl tILTPP2
02CE CE 16 39 LDX 3 1211
L2:'D I DF 0 4 S T t*ILTCDI
7 C 0 5F INC ROUND
02:1 116, E., I:l il-o 3 6- 4 1 p MULT
02D9 DE @A L D PRO112
02-4 D B DF 4A Te- F: 1 [7T 1 
02DD 7F 00 14 CLR sutll
02-E It 7F 0 A 1 CLF.
0 Ea 7F 00 16 C L R S.-UP13
02'E6 CE 00 20 LlJX R
0'2, E ,9 DF j.TO FLT 10 -S TX X TEMP
02EB CE 00 OE L V,"' '-'A I
0 2 E E A6 06 FLT12 LDA A 6!, X
-'F Cl P 11 Cl 'TA A 0!-X
C1 2'F 2 @8 1 NX
I- a	 -_. - C CPX --'E I
I12[
1
- G, 26 F6 BNE FLT12
C QF-8 DE 0 :1) L 1,
0"--Ft  7F 00 11 CL.R BI7 02FD EE 00 Lri X X
( FFCJ' 'IFf 12 '-TX E2
0301 ED 04 06 p FIDID
0.'3''34 DE 1.11.1 L	 . -PIPXTE
-,r	 ci 6 c::3: 1 NeX
0 ,71 0 71 @ G., I NX
3 0'Cf.D	 --;' 80 @1 1 i 1 41. -F5xc- 0, 0 4 C,
OB Z, 6 Dc ENE FLT1. 0
0 2'0 It B16 14 LDA B SUP11
--.0F f, 17 A B PILTPRI
Ct ^ I I DE 15 LID SUP12
03'11 ': D F @ 7 T.'-,"" M L T P R22
0'7^1 15 CE le 00 LD.le' I OTUO
C,r:=:1: , riff 04 'SST: f-ILTCDI
C!
	1 A 7F a0 5F C-LR R 0 U t -111
I E^ I x;1;1 1.11 .5 64 1:_:R NULT.
1.132 0 li I E 46 LlIX P.'CP  C-, T I
1 Mu:
0323 E16 49 LIQ B P17RCT4
11325 96 48 L li A A PCRC T'
2 7- DS OD -11) DF B PR, 0 11 5
0329 99 oc ADC A PROD4






Cj'^1 L2 D DF 46 -STX RCRO T I
Ct 3D 2 F T36 .47 FLT14 I-DA B RCRCT2
0`-` 1 96 4 6 LDA A RCRCTI
cl D9 CIE., Fill C B PRI01:13
5r.9 0R Fi D C A PROD2
0 D E 5? OUT U .." 'EPTRR
0 A7 00 T A A OmX
C I	 B E7 0 1 STA D X
C 13 'D C18 I NX
01.3::E
 08 1 t
0-2:3F DF 57 STX F-.E P T R
0:=%4 1 DE 59 OUTI LD RDOTPT
0 : 4^ 3 L'-.
 4A LDA A RDOT 1
0345 DE, 4E% LDA B RDOT2.
0 Z4 7 R _7 00 T A A 0 ,F X
0-*l'49 E F 1.11 STA E I f X
034E 08 1 1.4
0:34 x= C18 I NX
0---.'4D DF 59 ;'.T. *. 3-,DCTPT
0 S'4 F DE '_55 LD'?,* DATPTR
cl -315 1 C18 - I N
01352 cl llill I NX
0	 51 . I-. DF 55 :3TIX, DATPTP
0 55 DE O 1 LDX LAMP
0 3 57 90 5 B CPX -SAMptyll,
0	 F9 27 06 PE Q END
0 ZZ B 0 G.' I N
0	 C D tF 51 ZS T,--.' -!->iMp
0 51E 7E 02 49 -IMP FLT I
0 6 1 7E 04 E4 END _AMP PR -1 N TP.'
-Z'.	 BYTE X 2 BYTE 2"S COMPLEMENT MULTIPLY
0	 4 DF 00 HULT S--.Tt*,,' XTEPILP
0	 6 6. CE 0 1-11 0 F, L
13369 6F H CLR ch, IX
D
7	
6 D E. 0 1-TO NC
036D A6 02 LIP Fl 2PX
02:
 CS F 2A CSI, BPL MULTI
7 1 EG C, 1 -2-' LDA B X
0-3 7 _7 BE, Cl-'33 FE NE OR TE
0376 A 7 (1 !2, `TA A 2!-
0 2 7 ':-: - E 7 03 S T A P 3.1 X
037A 6A 0 .1-1 DEC C, . X
037C A6 04 MULTI LDA A 4!,eX'
03 .7E 2R 14 PPL MULT2
0380 R6 a!5 LDA A 5,.X,
0292 EG ct G, LDA 1. 6 Xi
c '384I -^^ ED 03 FE ]S,R N E G A T E
I	 174
I	 FILTER 3	 DECEMBER 19, 1978
1 0387 07 05 TTA A 5,X0109 E7 06 STA P VX021P 86 04 LDA A Q 
O?SD PD 02 FF JSR NEG4
0190 A7 04 STA A QX
0092 6A 0 : 0 DEC WX
0194 S6 El PIULT2 LDA A UTE7
0?96- 07 01 STa A I
009S 4F CLR A
0199 5F CLR B
029A 60 01 MULTI: INC lix
009C 27 16 EEO NULT4
039E 64 04 LTR 4,
WA0.66 05 ROR 5px
03A2 66 06 ROR 6wX
0334 24 04 DO MULT31
03% EP 03 ADD P 3
OTAN 09 02 ADC A 2
0 :A A 44 MULT-31 L'.3R A
038B 56 ROR B
OTAC 66 09 R 0 R 9!, X
03AE 66 OR POR lWX
OTEO 66 QB ROR lIxX
OW 20 E6 BRA MULT3
0OP4 A7 07 MULTI _:TA A 79X
03BE E7 08 STA B WX
OT ST 7D 00 ROUNDI UT ROUND
03TE 27 18 BEQ NULT5
OGED 7D 00 OC TS PROW
02c@ 2A Oil BBL. ROUNW
03C2 7C 00 OP INC PROD2.
OTC5 26 08 PPE ROUND2
03C7 7C 00 OR imc PROD2
OSCA-26 03 DNE ROUND2
Q?CC 7C O  09 INQ PROD1
OSCF X 00 K	 ROUND2 CLR PROW
03DR 7F 05 OD COR PRODS
02DS 66 00 HULT5 ROR WX
03D7 25 It Bcs MULTND
WD9 Q 08 LDA A IYX
Osm E6 OB Lb A P IIPX
03DD ED 03 FE JSR NEGATE
03EO A7 08 TTA A 10 a
0312 E? A TTA B IIsX
03E4 A6 be LDA A 8SX
WEB; E6 09 LPA D 9?X
03EG RD 03 F9 SR N E G
OaV R7 06 STA A SK
02ED E7 69 STA B 9: X*
'I
#I
FILTER 3 DECEMBER 19.	 1978
03EF A6 @7 LDR A W
OGFI PI) 00 FF JTR NEG4
OTF4 R7 07 STA R 7AX
01% DE 00 HULTND tDX XTEMP
03FO 39 RTS
COMPLEMENT ROUTINE
OTF9 24 Q NEW Pco NEGATEOn 53 CON B
03FC 20 06 BRA NEGI
KFE to NEGATE NEG E
KFF 25 0.2 NEC54 B C. I-,-.- NEGI
0401 40 NEG A
@402 a@ 01 B R A NE(32
0404 43 NEGI c-Or?
0405 39 NEG2 RTS
o 3, BYTE ADDITION ROUTINE
0406 D6 10 Hrilf LDA B 83
0408 96 OF LDA A 92
040A DB 1:1 ADD D 03
040C 99 12 ADC 8 BE
040E D7 16 STA B SUM3
0410 97 15 STR A TUN2
1412 96 OE OR A Al
0414 99 11 ADC H Bi
0416 57 14 STA A SUNI
041@ 39 RTT
V BYTE SUBTRACTION ROUTINE
•
0419 D6 11-1 -.3 u P. LDA B A3
041E 96 OF LPH A RE
041D DO 13 Sup B D3
p4w ga 12 SEC A Ba
0421 D7 16 STA U SM
0420 97 15 NTH A SUM2
0425 96 A LOO A Al
0427 92 11 SO A pi
0429 97 14 TA A SUN!
042D 39 RTS
o ROUTINE TO	 DATA IN REVS
042C DF V SHFTR STX RTEMP
042E CE 00 41 , (;.0041




0 4 -:"-:', E? 02
043"5' 0
04--'G
0 4 "39 26 F6
39
0 4 OD
04"ll"D C, A 0 A




@446 5 4 45
















@ 4 JS -S' 4F I-t" E
0465 EO 51 2
046 -7 55 4E




046F 51 5 54
0471 2- 0 42
u4 7 4*i, 4F
0475 49 4.
0477 4c 2
Cf 4 7 *.:-; cl-ri l
(147-A 0A
1.14 f`  r: ii ;D
047C 5:-D 49
13 4 -PE 47 4E






'S" T R B 45.4
L E:'
CPX	 0 1 rl
BNE	 ----H F T R I
RTS
INITI	 M.,	 $Tl , $A P $Fl, TA . $A!, $A ^ $A
FCC	 ZFILTER -Z*
FCC	 ,' SIMULFITION RUN,-
FcF.	 SDs$APSA
FCC	 :INPUT CHOICE?,/
FIB P	 K., '£
f7cc	 ..,- (*:a'-, I Ot-49L=0 F NO I S.E= I
177
F I LTER 3
	
DE_ErBR  19Y 1978
0 4 c8A -- D 31
0 4'Q` C 2C
C,4*,7.'D 53 FCC
0 4
 E 49 47






0 4 ' 45 2D
049A -':* 2 29
049C 20
049D 04 FCB 04
049E 0D INIT2	 FCD S'D., SA	 .1 Fi
0-45F OR OR
04A1 4E FCC N-'UMPER OF
04A2 55 4D
04n4 42 45
04A6 5 2 20
04A* 4F 46
0 4 AIR 20









0 4 B 8 20 502
04DA 551 4E
04EC 2P
04ED OD FCP D. $Fi
04BE @A
li 4 BF 28 FCC





^^ 04C8 34 20
04CR 44 49
0 4 C. J:.' 47 49
0 4C 54 80
14D 4@ FCC /HE.----l'I DEL IPIAL
	 VALUE)
04 D t 4-5 53
i -f4D3 49 44
1 -1 4D5 45 43
04D? 49 40
4D 9 41 4C
i-14-D ,8 R @ 56
O erDD 41 4C
1	 178




1.14U.' C14	 FCC	 04
FILTER DRTA PRINTER PROGRAM
04E4 CE 00 01 FRINTP L DA; T. 1) 0 0 1
04E7 DF 51 1 STX
04E9 CE 18 00 LDX 1. 10 C I C'
04-EC DF 53 :=;T X FRA t•-I P T- Rl
1-14EE C-11 Em cl CIO LD*4* Cl 0
04FI DF 57 T`4 - ,EPTRF
04F3 CE 38 00 LPX 0
04F6 DF 59 "S" T X Rl)0TPT
04PS CE 06 18 Lrll I " HEAD  1
04FD ED El 4B 113:F SE14B PUNIBUG PDATAI
04FE 96 5E LDA A TYPE
0500 44 L S* R R
0501 24 OB ECC P FRI N T I
0503 CE 06 43 Lr(X 0•4HEAD
051.16 BD E1 4B J'S'R 'I', E 1 4 B MINIBUG PBATAI
-1	 09 CE 20 00 Lr IX ..$2 0 0 cl
050C R 0 17 E, R Fl PRINT3
J 5 0 E 44 PRINTI L,7:R R
C15-1 Cl F 2-4 PRINT2
CE 06 4E -- J0511 LPX V*.t HEAD
0514 ED El 4B -r ,i. E i 4111 3MINIBUl- PDFiTAl
@51,` c E: 28 00 LIjX s ;R G. v 0
0 5. 1 a 2 10 09- BFIA p R 1 N"r, a
051C GE @6 2@ PRINT2 L It "'.1 'F.'H E A D
051E BD E I 4B R M14E.' MINPUG PDATAI
0522 CE_ le 00 L 11 1 :	 0 C I
0 - 25.3 DF 55 PRINT;^ DATPTP
05'2 7 CE 0r_ L D.X' H E A r-
Cl 1 4 B --R S,1141- PDF	 11ITF
0 1-:1LD C6 051 LDA P ',*,$ 05
C152F CE 6 6 74 L Et '.'H Si A D 4
cl	 a 2 @ Q1 E F, A PRINT5
11 lf^:'47 CE 06 'SCl PRINT4 L D'X H E A 11 it;
0 5-; 7 DO E I 4B J"S"R $E I 4B MINIBUO, PDATFil
0 5'_--: F1 CE Clik 7 .22' L I H E A It l.
CI53D BE' E 1 4 1: F-R, I N T5 J -5: F., 1. E .1 41 B MINBLIG PDATFil
c SA rrf--c B
0-541 26 Fl 1:1111E PFRINT4
C1543 CL C-16 LOOP L 1, HEAD 
0-546 BD
€1 4B JS'R $'E I L1 K-' MINIE'LIC, PDATRI
171549 CE rrir "I
I
179
FILTER 3 WCEMIER 19x	 1970
054C DF 00 ST.',-.' XTEMP
054E 20 2D EPA LOOP 
0550 CE 06 TC LOON LD.'...* ",HEAD7
053? ED El 4P 1 TE14B MIMIDUG PDATAI
0556 DE 00 LDX XTEMP
0558 SC 00 59 cPX ARMPT
055B 26 I BNE LOOPS
055D 86 20 LDR A 2120
055F DD El 26 JTR $026 DUTCH
0562 EE 00 LI)X WX
0064 E6 01 LDR B I • X
0566 A6 00 LDA A Qtr;
0568 28 OB BPL LOOP2
0566 16 FSH A
0566 CE 06 95 LID P1 
I 
N U S,
056E DD El W JSR TE14F, MINIPUG PDATRI
0571 32 PUL A
0572 ED 00 FE JSR NEGRTE
0575 97 61 LOOPS '.-T. T A A Cl
0577 D7 62 WA B C2
0579 20 06 BRA LGOP4
057D EE 00 LOOP! LDX W 
057D EE 00 LOOP5 L,DX oxx
057F DF 61 Cl
0581 PD 05 BD LOOP4 JSR CONV
OSS4 EEE 01) L XTENP
05M 08
0587 00 INX
05G8 DF 00 ST : XTEMP
QQA SC 00 5B cPX aSANPND
058D 26 Q ENE I-Oopi
0584 DE 53 LDX RAMPTR
0591 0.13, 1 NX
0592 08
0591 DF W.' SiM RAMPTR
0595 BE 55 LDX NATPTR
0597 018
059S 00 Iti
0599 PF 55 STX DRTPTR
059B DE 57' LDX REPTR
oup 08 INX
029E 08 INX
059F DF 57 S T N, KEPTP
asp ! pa 0 .. , ux RPOTPT
05n3 0 ,=i I NX:
05A4 08 1 IN,*
OW DF 59 STX RPQTPT
OAR? DE 51 LDX SAMP
OW 9c 5B WX SAMPND
FILTER 3 DECENLPER 19	 1978
05AB 27 05 1: E C! PEND
OF-AD 08 1 1.1 X.^.
AE DF 51 S. T-- SAMP
05D0 20 91 1: A LOOP
05B2 86 06 PEND LDA A - 1.1 A
03B4 C6 05 LDA B al., 1)5
0556 ED 81 2r PENDI JSR .1; E 1 2 E. MINIBLIG qUT0,11
0 5t D 9 5p D E C., P.
05DA 26 FR BNE PENN I
0-1-11011 C 3F Ski I
riS FlD 7F C, 0 hip r--0[-IV C L F'T.' NFLAG
Cl 51C Q 7D 13 13 E.1 T Z. T c I
1) 5-tC3 2A 03 PPL CONV1
Cf 51 C5, 7A 0 0 6 0 NFLAIS
115
 C."S CE 2 7 1 Cl L D X "s-,71 0 10, 131) C,
0 5CCE PD 05 E8 i - R FACTOR
0-1 :E C. E 0:3 E'.-:, 1):!.' E'-: 1!, 0
rj5 D I BD Ct .5 ES FACTOR
05D4 CE 01) 64 LIIX $ 0 cl h 100
0-TID• ED 05 E 8 R, FACTOR
0 55 D A C E 00 0A .4-V Cl Cl: Cl A I cl
05firl F. D 1) 5 E8 JZ: R FACTOR
051E 0 96 62 LbA A
-,A 0 a F.. A F1 ,I,.	 cl
05E4 BD E1 26 R I 'E 1 a'-'G MINIBUG DUTCH
05E7 %9 T
05E8' DF 6'-3 FACTOR STX Di
I-i15 EA 7F 013 5D C. L - R' D I G I T
5 E 11 1:D F9 6 IDE FAU J l. Rl
05F0 2B OC Eilt-11 FRI--'TNICI
05F2 7F 00 60 CLF. NFLAG
05F5 7C 00 5 D FA T1 INC 11 1 G I T
0-"W8 DE 6 LIM El I FF 1.
3 5FA DF 61 Cl
05FC: 20 EF BRA FFICT
C(5FF- 7D @0 E.0 FP)CTND T Ss T NFLAG
01 2E F2 E., r, *1 1 F A C'. T I
Chi. cl 1 96 5D LDA A DIGIT
0605 1	A 2, 0 A l."l, III
0607 BB E1 26 J--S1. ' J. E 1 Q-1 6
06 OR 39
o	 2 BYTE '7:YZ.TPRCTT0N ROUTINE
0603 D6 G2 B2 B Y LDA F. C2
180
DECEMBER 1?y 1978
L ►A R C 1
P, r► 2





FCC	 -1. 0 r, , J. 0 A	 A., S 0 A S C, A





06 1 ,-!:, D 7 616
6615, 9 7 65
6 17 3.9
H. I S, UZI
06 19 OR AFf
13 6 1 P 1) Ff 1) A
116. 1 r, 2 0






10 E. 2 Fi 2 0 ;R J)
06EC 2 0 5 a
O62E 41 4P










0 6 *---. F 20 20
1IE-41 'hil)
0642 04
0 6 41' 20




Cl t-, 4 C 2 A











F C 13	 T 04
RH E A B	 FCC	 x	 P., A M p
F ►-.B	 If. ► 4
NNEAD





F ► B	 C14




FILTER 3	 DECEMBER 19., 1978
0 651 C 20 20
0 6'-5 E 20 20





(I IS AS A 2 cl a ct
066C '52 44
066E 4F 54
0670 OD HEAD FC.B
0671 OR 04
0673 ED HERD3 FCC









 0 21 HEADS FCP
0681 04
0682 00 OD HEAD6, F14B
0684 00 @A
cl 6, 112.1 G. cl . rl 20
068S 00 20
06@A 0-0 04
0 b 8 C 2 cl HEAD7 FCC
Illy Ifl. rl 2 cl 20
068F 20 21
CIE-91 2 fl 2 CA
CIE-93 2 cl
06,94 04 FCB











Al Q 00 E
A Ej 11 1 111406
133 Ocli3
ClIT cl 0,0:3




B, 1 cl cl 11
cl 111 06 1
CONV 0	 1:111
U064
II I '-- F; 1 Ls u it. CZ,
F R, C T I -- 1 ,51 E D
F.0 C T 0 R E8
A3 c1l 0 10
F` Ill 111. 2
C., 0 N v I 11 5t^-.,
DATPTR 0 Cl 51 50
ft I G I T Q 0 51 II
FACTI j.)51 F 5
F L T (1 2" cl - 11-4



































































FLTI 0249 FLTI 0 02E9
PLT14 QT2F FLT2 0261
FL T4 027C FL T5 01184
KLT7 02A 0 FLTA 0241
HEPiDR cl	 5 -p HEAD 0673
HEAD5 0620 HEADG 0682
HEWS 0670 I N I T I 042C
INPUTI 0226 I•FUT2 ME
LOOP 054S LD&I 05m)
LOPP? 057D LUCP4 0581
MINUS 0695 MLTCDI 0004
MLTPRI 0006 MLTPR2 C. i C( 0 7
MULT 0364 MULTI Wc
MULTI 029A MULT31 KAR
NULT5 03D5 MULTND C12--iFE.
NE62 0405 NEW OTF9
NEGATE 03FE NFLAG 0560
CUT 0317 DUTI 0341
PENDI 050. PRINTI @5@E
PRINT? 0525 TRINT4 0504
PRINTR 04E4 PRODI 0009
PROM 000B PROW 000c
RRMPTR 0153 RCNT 0044
&CRCT2 0047 RCRCTT 0048
RDOTI 004A RDOTE 004B
REI Q04C RE2 004D
RE P T R 1.1. 1:,5 7 RHEPT 0 6 ?
ROUND 005F ROUNDI 03ES
RTENP 001E TAMP 0051
SGN @60 TPFTR 0410
KPFLG3 0045 SUE. 13419
131'=114 C11 Cl 15,
TSUMI 004E TSUM2 004F
TYPE 005E XTEMP 0@011-1
1
I	 APPENDIX C













































































RE  S, ND RMB 4

















1 FILTER 5	 DECEMBER 1 9^ 1978
0 059 :_%Ah1F'ND ROB 2
0 05B D I GIr T FIMB 1
0050 TYPE RMB 1
0 055 ROUND RMB i
0115E NFLAG Ri'1B 1
005F c 1 RMB i
0 .060 C2 RMB 1
0061 D1 RMB 1
0062 D2 RMB 1
006- 3 L I FF I RMB 1
0064 DIFF2 RMB 1
0065 RDI RMB E
0 067 ENDFLv RMB 1
1120.0 ORG $0200
011111 Cb 01 FLT LDA E 01
0202 D7 5D STR E FOUND
0204 CE o 171 LDS =-x0,13+31
020 DF 4F STX CAMP
0209 CE 30 00 LDX 4*3 000
020C DF 55 STX REPTR
020E CE 38 GO LDX ;.'$33,00
02 11 DF 57 STX R111OTPT
0213 CE 04 IF LDS = I N I T I
0216 P D E1 4B JSR SE14B MINIEUG PDATR1
0219 By E1 33 JSR $E133 :MINIDUG INCH
021C 97 5C STA A TYPE
02 1E 44 LSR M
021F 24 05 BCC I NFUT I
13221 CE 20 .0:0 LliX ;.7.2000
0224 20 OP BRA INPUTw
0226 44 INPUT 1 LSR A
0227 24 05 BCC INPUT21
0229 CE 28 0 ; 0 LDX ".:F.a 1-1,0
ci- C `ii ra_ ERA INPUTS
@22E CE 18 0-0 INPUTS LDX x* 1 u 1 0
0E7:1 DF 5w; INPUTS 1T::ti DHTPTR
33 CE 04 81 LIt ,., MIT2
C,	 .;h ED E1 4B' J^p :I:E14B 1IINIE	 PDATAI
1239 ED E0 F:_'. JLR :IrE c'+Fe: MINIBUG BA DR
02-': 3C DF `9 ST,".
SE E CE iln i !0 LDX :.RECS
►
 241 6F ii0 FLTA CLR 0, X
il2-'4 25 r_t:_; INr
0244 SC 0 : 0 44 CPX : rt-Va
0&47 Lh FS BNE FLTA
0249 7F 00 67 CLR Et•fIiFLG
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NEG .:; R ►, S NEG 1
NEG A
PPA NEG2
NEC, I cot-1 A
NE ►;E RTS
• 3 BYTE ADDITION ROUTINE










• 3 BYTE SMTPRCTION ROUTINE




STA F SUM 3
wTR A SUM2
LDA R Al .
SEC A E1
STA A S N-I
RTS
* ROUTINE TO ::.RIFT DATA IN PEGS
SHFTR STS{ RTENP
LD,; ;*$Cf1.141
SHFTF:1 LDH 1: O, X






INIT1	 FCB	 $D,SFi,'1A £A,:SA,:I:H•;^:H
FCC
	








02E9 Dc 1 0
0 EB 96 OF
03ED DB 13
O ,EF 99 12












04 1.1.3 96 OE
0408 93 11
04 r1G 97 14
040E 39
04@F DF I E
L1411 CE 01.1 41
0414 E6 00
041 6 E7 ►►2
►► 413 C1 9
0419 8C 00 ID
►► 41 C	 Fa
1.141 E :.*9
041F OD
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P ILTER 5	 DECEMBER 19 ► 1 973 
0431 OD INIT- FCC: $ D!P TA•' I:a
04-S2 (18 kia






048E 53 FCC -'JH PIPLES TO BE RUN ?f
048F 41 4D








04AO OD ^ FCB $Di- SA
04R I OR
















+_t 4C@ 41 4
+yC0442 55 41 t
04C4 29 20
0406 04 FCR 04
a
o	 FILTER DHTP PRINTER PPOG SAM
.
a
04C7 CE Il+@	 10 FRINTR LD, 1-*01.11 is
04CA DF 4F S-1X ^:i= mp
04CC GE 18	 1 E LDS.; -* 121 E
04CF DF 51 -Ti; RPPIPT3
194
FILTER 5 DECEMBER 19 P 	1978
04DI CE ^0 041 L 	 r .111$af44111
04D4 DF 55 ST:; REPTR
04D6 CE ti p: 41 41 LDX .:: 3.:	 0 1)
04D9 DF 57 Z^TX FDOTPT
04DB CE 06 11 LDr-; :-HEAD1
0 4DE ED E1 4E J:S:R :I,E14D MINIEUG PDATAI
04E1 96 5L LI+A A TYPE
04E3 44 L :R A
04E4 24 OF ECC PRINT i
04EG CE 06 3C !_D.'; .;NHEAD
04E9 FD E1 4P ,.1:_P.. $E14E: MINIEUG PDATAI
04EC CE 20 1E LDX 20 1E
04EF 20 17 ERA FR I NT3
414F1 44 PRINT1 LSR A
04F2 24 LSE{ E,1'C PR I NT2
04F4 CE 06 47 LD<<; -,.F.,NHEAD
414F7 ED E1 4F JSR $E14E MIN IB IG PDATAI
0 4FA CE, Erg 1E LDX 4*28 1 E
04FD 20 09 ERR PP•.I NT3
04FF CE 06 31 PRINT2 LDN :RHEAD
0:5412 ED E1 4E JSR SE14E MINBUG PDATAI
0505 4_:E 1S 1E LDX ,.,$l@IE
0508 DF 53 PRINTS : Tr; DATPTR
05 0A CE 06 52 LD;r ,,HEAD2
415011 ED E3 4E JSR SE14D MINIBUG PDATAI
0510 C6 05 LDA E '* 05
0512 4_E 416 6D LDX ::HEAD4
0515 E 0 09 ERA PR INTS
051 r CE 44r'. .7 7) PRINTO LD .' —HEAD5
•	 051A ED El 4E J :R' SE14B MINIEUG PDATA1
`1D CE 06 6C LI)X ::HEADS
0520 ED E3 411 PRINT5 J:sF SE14D MINF:U G F'UATA1
0523 5A DEC P
05`4 E6 Fl PNE PN I NT4
0526 CE 06 7E LOOP LDX #HEAD 6
41529 ED E1 4E JSR $E14E MINIDUG PDATAI
052C CE 00 4F LDX ".';AMP
0c2F DF GO STS; XTEMP
0521 ELF+ 2D BRA LOOPc
45 : CE c+ r_'• 815 LOCK'1 LDX "HEAE-11
0536 ED El 4E JSR 'I:E 14E M I N I BU4= PDATAI
^4 S	 a DE rr^1 LI4;: <•,TEMP
05L F SC 00 57 CPS. e>RE40TPT
05_=:E 26 1E ENE LOOPS
05444 _:ri 211 LDA A -4-$2:i1
0542 ED E 1 26 J:t f? 'I E 1 E2 6 OUTCH
41545 EE 04) L.D.-; V!. X
0547 E6 01 LDA P 1 o X
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FILTER 5 DECEMBER 19P	 1978
05RE 86 OR PEND LDA A
05 All CE. 05 LDR P. 1;	 5
Q.	 A111- PP E 1 26 PEND1 J1_- F: $E126 MINIEUG DUTCH
^15P21 5p DEC B
0 5 P *3' 26 Pa9
ENE
PEMTJ I
O5B5 3F SW 
O5B6 7F 00 5E CONY CLR NFLAG
0 5 P'? 7P 00 5F TST C1
05EC 28 03 BPL CON vi
Tet E 7A 00 5E DEC NFLAG
0501 CE 27 10 CONV1 LDX 11.1$271 @ 11)	 0 OP,
05C4 ED 05 El J FFI CT13R
OW7 CE 03 E8 LDX 4*03E8 I.- 0i0o
0.^,CR PD 05 El JSR FACTOR
05CD CE 00 64 LDX -#$ O-CI64 100
05DO ED 05 El J, SR FACTOR
05D3 CE 0-0 OR LDX 4*-@!O,OA .10
0516 ED 05 El J--R FACTOR
05D9 96 60 LDA A C2
05DE 8A 30 [IRA R .0$30
05DD ED E1 26 1, P'. T-EI26 MINIBUG DUTCH
05EC 39 RTIS
05E DF 61 FACTOR STX Di
05E3 7F 00 5E CLR DIGIT
05E6 DD 06 04 FRCT J-SR SUMBY
OSE9 2P OC EMI PACTND
058B 7F OrO 5E CLR NFLAG
OSEE 7C 0:0 5B FACT1 INC DIGIT
05F 1 DE 63 LDX DIFF1
0 -jF3 DF 5F STX Cl
05F5 20 EF BRA FACT
0 F 7 77D 0 9 5E FACTND TST NFLAG
05F  2 .E F2 BPI I F8CTl
05FC 96 5B LDR A DIGIT
05FE 88 30 ORA A 10$3-0
@6 @-@ ED E 1 26 JS:R $E126
06:03 39 RTS
♦ 	 2 BYTE SUBTRACTION ROUTINE
•	 060A D6 60 SUMBY LDA B C2
0606 96 5F LDR A Cl
@6-i C, I j, 11 10 62 SUB E Da
060A 92 61 SEC A P1
11 tS 1) C D 7 64 ITH P PIFF2
. 197
FILTER S DECEMBER 19,
	 1928




0611	 0D HERD! FCP- $0D,$ CIA ,$08,$O8,$0R
.	 0612 OR OR
'	 0614 OR OR
0616 20 FCC x SAMPLE
	 |	 RRMP	 | Zƒ	 ' 0617 5] 41.
0619 4D 50
.	 §612 4C 45 .. .
ƒ 06ID 20 20
06IF 20 20
0621 21 20 .
0622 20 20
. 0625 20 512
< 0627 41 4D
0629 50 20
:	 . 0622 20 20
062D 20 21
y	 . 062F 20
< 0680 04 FCP $04
0631 20 RHERD FCC X	 RAMP	 Z
'	 .	 0682 20 20
/ 0634 S' 41
0686 +2 _50 z_
. m 0688 20 20
0688 20
^ 0688 04 FCP $04	 .
. 062C 20 RHEA$ FCC z	 N11ISE	 z
\ `	 062-ID 20 20 .
® 063F 4E 4F
0641 49 38
/ 0643 45 20 .
© -	 0643 20 .
0646 04 FCP $04
0647 ?Z RNHE82 FCC ¥RAMP+N0ISEX
\ 0648 41 4D






	 04 . RCP $04
ƒ 0632 30 HER£' FCC
.
x -	 FE	 |	 ' DOT..	 .
, 0658 21 20
r 0653 20 21.1 .
ƒ 0652 30 20




    .







0669 OD HEADS 	 FCB SLID, -'^:CA, $04
066R @A 04









0678 04 FU $04
0679 21 HEAD-5 	 FCP $21 r $04.
0678 04





0685 20 HEAD 	 FCC
0686 20 20
0 s 20 21
0689 20 20
06 Rc 20
0P-58D 04 FCB T04
06SE 08 m I NU —1	 FCS $08m$2DYSO4
068F 2D C14
END
NO ERROR (S) DETECTED
SYMBOL TRELE:
Al 0	 61 E pa 00OF	 R3 Go  a
ADD 0 E9 El 010 11 	 B2 13 cl 1 .2
E13 11 .013 Cl -1 .05F
CNT 01(1:03 CON'- 0 C-74 B E.	 COW) I +:+5C1
Di 0106 1 D2 0 0610a	 DAT.PTR r 053
DIFF1 0 0 (nZ, DIFFR 01064	 rf I G I T rrrr5E
E NIT Ef	 --111FLO IEOf -.7	 FACT 05E6
FACTI @T.EE FACTND @5F?	 FACTOR 05E1
FLT cl a 11,1 114 FLTI (1256i	 FLT11 (123 fj
:FL T2 cl 2,?5 FLT3 (129a	 FL-T4 (112BO
FLTA Ci 1'6=-'4 1 HE A D I 111 6. 11	 H E Fill, 2 13 E. 5 2
HEADS 066C HERET14 0 Ell	 HEADS 1.1 ► 7 9
I1EC.EMBER 19s 1978
HERDS 116 69
I NPUT I 1.-1226
LOOP 00.26
Lf]OF'3 C±e5E
MINUS 136. 8 E
NL TPR 1 0-0 06
MU LT 0047







PR I NTF 04C?
PROD3 110.0B
PRMPTR 0105.1









TS LIM 1 &t;14E
TYPE 0050
FILTER 5
H€Alba (16 7B HEAD ?
INITI 041F INITc 1) 4c'-,*
I NPUT2 1.122E I NPi 1T3 0231
LOOP1 LOOP: 0558
LOOP4 115164 LODP`5 051 6 11
MLTf-D1 111)04 IILTCD2 00 05
MLTF'F:2 11J1Q7 t•1LTPR3 14100:=;
MLI LT1 035F MULTE 012-1-7 7
MLlLTvI 038D MULT4 033.
'	 MULTND 03D9 #MEGA 0 3 E7
NEr3 C13DC NEG4 0 E2
NFLFfG 010"5E NHERD 0	 _;1_:
O' IT1 0229 PEND 05'7
FRINTIA 04FI PPINT3 C1 4FF
PRINT4 0517 PRINTS OT-20
F^	 P1<:VDI 010419 PROBE 0.1;1'1 to
PROD4 0 l,0C PROD5 1J^0011
PONT 0044 RCR T1 0'046
RI1I 15@h-? 9 RDOT1 1141=148
RDOTPT 1057 RE1 04)4A
PE1_, S 1:102-? 0 PE -,--ND @ 1 0 4 0 
FHEAD 0631 RNHEAD 0647
ROUND i VW 9P ROULAD E 03B2
M	 SAMP 1=-04F SFIMPND 01359
^fFTF ri411F '7:HFTR1 0414
SUP 03FC SUP2B`r 0604
Sl Ut'la 17111 5 SUM 11016




The program to determine variance reduction ratio from the














PROGRAM TO DETERMINE VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIO FROM Z TRANSFER FUNCTION
10	 DIMM(50),D(50)
15	 C=0
20	 PRINT-NUMBER OF TERNS RESULT lC T[3 BE CARRIED OUT = ^^
25	 INPUT T
40	 PRINT^ORDER' OF MUMERHTOR = ^;
5O	 IMPUT Fl




100 PRIhT^ORDER OF DENOMINATOR = ^;
110 INPUT B





160 IF H>=E THEM 210
170 A=B
!80 FOR J=H+2 TO B+l
1'DO H<J)=8
200 NEXT J
210 FOR L=0 TO T
220 M=M(1)/D(l)
^30 FOR J=2 TO B+1
240 M(J)=M(J)—MwD(J)
2 ,0 MEXT J
RiO C=?+M0.2
270 PRlMT^H(^3Lf^)=^;M; TAB (28); - CUMOVITION OF WK zz^;C








A method for deriving a discrete system from a continuous system
is to replace the integrators in the continuous system with numerical
integrators. 9 The resulting discrete system will be different for each
method of numerical integration used. The simplest method is Euler's
approximation where the time derivative is approximated by
d	 = f(nT) - f((n-k)T)
d.tf nT	
T.
Ta ping the Laplace operator of the left side of (37) and equating it to
the z operator of the right side of (37) yields the mapping from the
s-plane to the z- plane
I-z-1s-	
.T
The continuous integrator can then be replaced by
1	 T






Although with this method a discrete system can be obtained for
any continuous system, the discrete system may not be physically realizable
on a digital computer. Due to the finite time required for computations,
-	 every feedback loop must contain a delay element.
